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My thesis is about the balancing of civil liberties, human rights, and national 
security in times perceived by government officials and the public as perilous. My 
thesis is a play and accompanying research paper that uses the celebrated Dr. Seuss and 
Japanese internment as a prism to the oppressive anti-Islamic and anti-immigrant 
rhetoric and actions stoked by the Trump administration. Two key purposes animate my 
research and writing. The first is to highlight the capacity of theater to provide 
formidable political critiques and to spur reform activism. The second is to carefully 
elucidate linkages between the wartime hysteria and repression of the Second World 
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Theodore Geisel/Dr. Seuss - the enigmatic writer turn 
political cartoonist. (Should not be obvious that this 
character is Dr. Seuss until he writes HORTON Hears a 
Who.) 
HELEN Palmer - His wife. 
PEGGY - His niece. Age 9-12. 
HORTON Conrad - A college friend.  
BENNETT Cerf - A college friend and Seuss’s editor.  
 
MITSUKO Nagata - Twenty year old Japanese woman. 
TAKEHARU Nagata - Her husband. 
Akira Nagata - Her daughter. First appears as an infant 
then as a four year old.  
Mother – MITSUKO’s mother.  
 
All double as voices of guards, crowds, voices of 


























On one side of the stage should be TED’s office. He has an 
upper-middle class home in La Jolla, California. Downstage 
on this section can be partially occupied by the office 
set, but some space should be left open.  
On the other side of the stage is the inside of a Japanese 
internment camp room, with a high fence in the background. 
The downstage should be mostly kept open, as scenes will 
happen outside. When characters are outside, lighting will 
be used to create the walls of the room. Similarly, 
lighting can be used to illustrate when characters are not 
near the room.   
Ideally the internment camp appears as though it is in the 
Geisel House’s backyard.  
At the start of the play when Mitsuko and her family are 
in their home they are downstage, with the back wall able 
to be moved, maybe on a fly system. The downstage home 
will have to be moved off stage and out of the way quickly 
and smoothly, and will only be on stage in that beginning 
section.  
When in Japan and modern-day interviews it is fine for the 
set is still seen in the background, but it should not 
draw focus.  
Projections on back wall/screen are certainly preferred, 
but if space does not allow for this, then the projections 
don’t need to be used. However, the audience does need a 
way of seeing all the cartoons, whether they be printed in 
the program, or presented in some other way. The cartoons 
will be referenced by page number, as they are all 
gathered, with one exception, from Richard Minear’s book, 




















Scene 1 – Meet the Geisels  
Scene 2 – Pearl Harbor  
Scene 3 – Relocation  
Scene 4 – Seuss at War  
Scene 5 - Celebration  
Scene 6 – Rumors  
Scene 7 – Condolences   
Scene 8 – Breakdown 
Scene 9 – Horton and Ted 
Scene 10 – Art 
- Intermission     -  
Scene 11 – Peggy and Ted 
Scene 12 – Dear Baby 
Scene 13 - Birthday One  
Scene 14 - Birthday Two  
Scene 15 – After Funeral 
Scene 16 – Japan 
Scene 17 –Leaving the Camps 
Scene 18 – Interviews 






Scene 1 - Meet the Geisels 
(A radio plays ”Franklin Delano Roosevelt is again elected 
President of the United State of America over his 
Republican opponent Wendell Wilke” A video of FDR giving a 
speech is projected.  
FDR: “This is preeminently the time to speak the truth, 
the whole truth, frankly and boldly. Nor need we shrink 
from honestly facing conditions in our country today. This 
great Nation will endure as it has endured, will revive 
and will prosper. So, first of all, let me assert my firm 
belief that the only thing we have to fear is fear itself 
— nameless, unreasoning, unjustified terror, which 
paralyzes needed efforts to convert retreat into advance. 
In every dark hour of our national life a leadership of 
frankness and vigor has met with that understanding and 
support of the people themselves which is essential to 
victory.” 
The projection fades and it is just the radio playing 
faintly by the end.) 
 
(A study within a medium sized home in La Jolla, 
California. The room is full of books and drawings, a 
messy desk, couch, armchair, and small bar are the 
furniture. Theodore Geisel sits at his desk, writing and 
drawing. He is unsatisfied with his writing.) 
 
(Peggy is heard running and calling for her Uncle, 
Theodore Geisel. She is carrying a backpack.) 
 
PEGGY  
(Offstage) Uncle Ted! Uncle Ted!  
 
HELEN 
Don’t run, Peggy!    
 
TED 





(Calling out the door)  
Sorry Aunt Helen!  
TED 






(Putting her Knapsack on the floor next to the armchair 
before going to Ted’s desk.)  






It was boring.  
 
TED 
Mm, school is often boring.  
 
PEGGY 
You didn’t like school, Uncle Ted? 
 
TED 
Not at all, every teacher wants you to do things a certain 
way, they have no imagination. It’s as though they see the 
world with their eyes shut. The world is full of people 
who are different from each other, no two people are 
alike. But teachers want their students to behave like 
robots, exactly the same. Why should anyone fit in when we 
are all born to stand out?  
 
PEGGY 
And you stand out, right? Because your artwork stands out? 
 
TED 
That would be one reason I stand out.  
 
PEGGY 
What are you drawing today? 
 
TED 
Come see.  
 
PEGGY 
I don’t understand what that is –  
 
TED 
It’s an alligator. 
PEGGY 






That’s Aunt Annie - the alligator belongs to her.  
 
PEGGY 
Well, does the alligator have a name?  
 
TED 




But everyone has a name. Can I give him a name?  
 
TED 









Yes, that or Angus. 
 
TED 
I pretty fond of Argus - Aunt Annie’s Alligator Argus - 






Betty the?  
 
PEGGY 
I don’t know - bumble bee? A bear? Ooh! A blue bear! 
 
TED 








Maybe, Betty needs to be doing something. What should 






No, no, that doesn’t have the right ring to it.  
 
PEGGY 
Oh, maybe blowing bubbles?  
 
TED 
Betty’s blue bear blowing bubbles, that’s very good. You 
ought to be receiving royalties for your work.  
 
PEGGY 
I agree.  
 
TED 
Kid, you’ll move mountains before long.   
 
HELEN 
(Standing in the door)  
Peggy, it’s almost time for you to be home.  




Am I late?  
 
HELEN 




How about I give you fifty cents, in exchange for your 
help, before you head home? 
 
PEGGY 
(Brightens) Deal!  
 
(TED gives her fifty cents.) 






Oh! PEGGY!  
 
PEGGY 
Yes Uncle TED? 
 
TED 
Your aunt is right outside.  
 
PEGGY 




(Ted attempts to draw for awhile, he struggles for a 
moment before giving up.) 
 
TED 
Helen? Helen where are you? 
 
HELEN 
I’m right here TED, I’m coming, what is it? 
 
TED 
How do you like this? 
 
HELEN 
Oh, I think Peggy did a marvelous job writing  
your alphabet book for you.  
 
TED 
Yes, she is a gem, but I’m meaning the drawings -  
 
HELEN 
Well… (Looks at the picture for a moment. Thoughtful)  
No, this isn’t it. The alligator is looking too angry.  
 
TED 
Well he is an alligator! 
 
HELEN 
Alligators can be friendly, especially an alligator  
belonging to Aunt Annie.  
 
TED 





Have you abandoned your other story? I thought you were 
almost done writing that one? 
 
TED 
The manuscript is there.  
(Pointing to a pile of pages on the floor.) 
 
HELEN 
You threw it?   
 
TED 
I spent the entire morning working on the thing, but I 
don’t know how to get the characters out of their mess. 
Everything I write sounds like the words of a second-rate 
preacher or some biblical truism.  
 
HELEN 
It’s rather childish to throw things, Ted.  
 
TED 
In fact, I think the entire work isn’t worth a penny. As I 
read it, it stutters. It clanks.  
 
HELEN 
(While getting his pages from the floor and putting them 
in order.) Ted. Dear. We go through this every time you 
come near a finished project. You always convince yourself 
the story is terrible. You have to believe in your work, 
or you’ll never publish anything.  
 
TED 
I’ve hit a wall Helen, that’s just the truth of it.  
 
HELEN 
You say this every time, and every time your book goes to 
print and is celebrated nationwide. Ted, you should have 
another go at it. You shouldn’t simply give up.  
 
TED 
All right.  
(Sighs) 







You’ll find it dear, you always do.  
 
TED 
Yes, yes, I guess I do. (beat)  
Helen, could you please bring me some coffee?  




Ted it is nearly dinnertime, you’ll lose your appetite and 
not be able to sleep.  
 
TED 
I just need it to relax a moment. I find it soothing.  
 
HELEN 
It makes me worry about your health Ted. I’ve got enough 
health issues for the both of us. 
 
TED 
Perhaps you need to join me then, a freshly brewed hot 
coffee to calm your nerves.  
 
HELEN 
I’d be up all night. You may not need as much sleep as 
everyone else, but I love, and need, my rest.  
 
TED 
Some tea then, for yourself? And coffee for me? 
 
HELEN 
Yes, as long as you put that thing out.  
 
TED 
Of course.  
 
(Helen leaves, and Ted smokes for a moment before putting 
out the cigarette. He then goes to the radio and turns it 
on.) 
(Radio: On today, June 14, 1940 German troops have rolled 
into the streets of Paris from the northwest today and 
swung triumphantly down the famous Champs Eylsees in the 






TED: Helen! Helen come listen to the radio - Helen? 
 
(Radio continues beneath conversation: “...German tanks -- 
their blunt-nosed guns ominously dominating the streets - 
led the advance into the city that last felt the tread of 
Prussian boots almost 70 years ago after Bismarck's 
triumph in the war of 1870. The advance into Paris began 
early in the morning -- just five weeks to the day after 
the German invasion of the Low Countries and the beginning 
of "real" warfare against the British and French. As the 
sun rose high, still more units joined the parade of 
victory through the hostile capital from which French 
armies had fallen back during the night.”) 
 
HELEN 
TED? Are you alright? What do you -  
 
TED 
Helen listen to the radio.  
 
(Helen sits to listen by the radio.) 
 
TED 
German tanks have clanked into Paris, the city is now 
occupied by Nazis.  
 
HELEN 
Dear God, that’s awful.  
 
TED 
We have to do something Helen. 
 
HELEN 
Yes we do, I’ll organize a fundraiser with the La Jolla 
Art Center, we could have -  
 
TED 
We need to go to war, the United States has to go to war. 
 
HELEN 
Congress is opposed to war, Colonel Lindberg believes it 
is important to put the American people first. 
 
TED 






I know Ted… 
 
TED 
America First is the doctrine of Nazis, fascists, and 
communists, and our government is right there with them, 
along for the ride.  
 
HELEN 
That may be an exaggeration Ted -  
 
TED 
But Helen, we are not their ally, we are their enemy. If 
we just wait, then it’s only a matter of time before the 
United States will be left to fight alone with all our 
would be allies defeated.  
 
HELEN 
I agree with you Ted, I just - 
 
TED 
It’s only a matter of time before the United States is 
subjected to the same fate as England or as France -  
 
HELEN 
TED, I think -  
 
TED 
What is it, HELEN, that you think stops the enemy from 
coming for us next? When we're called do we chose to have 
no spine?  
 
HELEN 
(Turns off the radio at this point) Ted, we will do all 
that we can, but our influence is limited.  
 
TED 




You can’t stop writing your children’s stories - you write 
marvelous children’s stories. No one writes with the 







I can’t simply stand idly by and write silly stories - you 
don’t realize, everyone we love is now at risk.  
 
HELEN 
Do you really think tanks could roll down our streets? 
 
TED 
Maybe not tanks on our roads, but they could come by ship 
or by air, they’ve been dropping bombs all over Europe, 
why not fly a little further?  
 
HELEN 
They’d have to cross an ocean, Ted. And if we join the war 
so will we, it would be better to send supplies, we are 
not in immediate danger, so why put ourselves in that 




Look at who our neighbors our, there are Japs all over 
California, we have enemies all around us, just waiting 
for a signal from home.  
 
HELEN 
Ted, is this because of what happened when you were a boy? 
You’re afraid it might happen again? 
 
TED 
Helen, because I was a German American during the war my 
family was ostracized, villainized. We were hated by 
everyone. My sister and I were called terrible names, Hun! 
Drunken Kaiser! They’d chase Marnie and I down the street 
throwing rocks and brickbats shouting ‘Kill the Kaiser’s 
Kids!’ Do you want the chance for PEGGY to be subjected to 
that? She already has a hard enough time with how her 
mother was affected by the bullying, it’s why she’s so 
reclusive - And when we have our own children - HELEN, 
something big has to be done or we could lose everything.  
 
HELEN 
Ted, dear, that’s awful, what happened to you and your 







Awful things can happen Helen. Countries only isolate 
themselves just before they fall. It happened at the time 




Yes, I know that, Ted. And we should take action, it is 




I’m going to write for politics, I want to motivate other 
Americans to take action. In another time, when things are 
different, I might go back to writing for children.  
But this is a far more pressing matter.  
 
HELEN 
 I suppose it is your choice. The world needs to be safe 
for Peggy, and for our own children, well - for anyone’s 
child. We all just want to feel safe.  
 
TED 
We do, we do want to be safe. The problem is Americans 
just think it’s safe to sit at home, they don’t realize 
the most dangerous thing they could do is appease and 
ignore the threat. And yet that’s exactly what they do, 
right as the threat stares down their nose. 
 
HELEN 
You’re really done with your books now, Ted?  
 
TED 
Yes. As I said I may come back to it. 
 
HELEN  





(There is a pause, Ted goes to his work for a moment, then 
looks at his wife. They share a pained look).  
HELEN 





With the doctor? 
HELEN 
Yes, our friend, Dr. Francis Smith. 
 
TED 
Should I come with you? 
 
HELEN 
I’d like that, TED.  
 
TED 
Are you afraid?  
 
HELEN 
I’m sure everything will be alright.  
 
TED 




I’m not afraid, there’s no need to worry about things I 
have no control over. Besides, I really do think all will 
be fine.  
 
TED 
Yes, I’m sure you’re right. I’m sure everything is fine... 
 
HELEN 
Is there anymore news? (gesturing to the radio) 
 
(TED turns on the radio) 
 
(Radio: “those ‘responsible for the propaganda pictures 
are born abroad,’ attempting to ‘drug the reason of the 
American people,’ and ‘rouse war fever.’ ‘Getting into 
this war is not inevitable for America. It is fair to say 
that our staying out of the war is inevitable....’) 
 
TED 
Who is this? Who is speaking right now? 
 
(Radio continues beneath conversation: ‘Getting into this 
return engagement of war to Europe is only as inevitable 




Staying out of this war is inevitable if only the people 
will continue and multiply their forceful demands upon the 
Government at Washington to keep its promise to the people 
to keep our country out of this mess which seems destined 
to wreck every civilization that lends its hand to it.’) 
 
HELEN 




That horse’s ass! 
 
HELEN 
TED, There’s no need to use that language! 
 
TED 
But he is a horse’s ass! I’ll draw a picture of him as a 
horse’s ass and put it in the PM!  
(Goes over to his drawing board) 
 
HELEN 
You can’t, it’s a vulgar idea. TED, you can’t do that.  
 
TED 
Here’s a first sketch -  
 
HELEN 
(Amused, but trying not to show it.) You’re going to get 
in an awful lot of trouble. 
 
TED 
It will get a lot of laughs, and nothing will happen. 
(beat) When is your appointment? 
 
HELEN 
In about half an hour, are you still coming? 
 
TED 










Well, then I’ll have to get started on this in the 
meantime. I have to have it finished by morning so I can 
send it in to be printed.  
(Lights fade out.) 
 
Scene 2 - BUMP 
 
(Modest, but cared for, living room/kitchen – dining room 
table downstage right, with kitchen stove and counter 
against back wall. Front door upstage of table, a couch, 
armchair, and coffee table with a small radio on it are 
upstage left of room. Door stage left of counters, leads 
to bedroom, where MITSUKO’s baby daughter is napping. 
There are paintings on the walls, all of flowers – these 
are all paintings made by MITSUKO.) 
 
(The radio is playing the news that Japan has bombed Pearl 
Harbor. “On this day, December seventh 1941, the U.S. 
naval base, Pearl Harbor has been bombed by Japanese 
Forces.” Mother changes stations. General DeWitt speaks: 
“I don't want any of them here. They are a dangerous 
element. There is no way to determine their loyalty... It 
makes no difference whether he is an American citizen, he 
is still a Japanese. American citizenship does not 
necessarily determine loyalty... But we must worry about 
the Japanese all the time until he is wiped off the map.”) 
 
(Mother listens to radio, then a rustling at the door 
causes her to quickly turn it off) 
(Mitzi enters through front door – flustered/anxious but 
trying to hide it – she has groceries) 
 
MOTHER 
You startled me MITSUKO, are you alright? 
 
MITSUKO 
I have groceries for dinner – where’s Akira? 
 
MOTHER 
(Rising to her) MITSUKO, you’re out of breath.  
 
MITSUKO 







Your husband will be home by the time dinner is ready, but 
the Laundromat doesn’t close for another half hour.  
 
MITSUKO 
(Moves toward bedroom) Right. And –  
 
MOTHER 
Akira is sleeping in the bedroom. 
 
MITSUKO 
She’s already asleep? She won’t sleep through the night if 
she sleeps too long this close to her bedtime –  
 
MOTHER 
Yes, yes. I am a mother too. Her nap will be over in 
fifteen minutes, it has only been thirty minutes. A short 
nap. Here, sit. Breathe.  
 
MITSUKO 
(sitting) Mama –  
 
MOTHER 
MITSUKO, stop. Tell me what is wrong. I’m your mother, I 
can tell when you’re upset. (Leads to sit at table)  




Mama… I…  (beat) 
 
MOTHER 
(guessing) Have you heard the news? 
 
MITSUKO 
How could anyone not? It’s everywhere.  
 
MOTHER 
Are people angry, people in town? 
 
MITSUKO 
They’re angry.  
 
MOTHER 






(Holding back tears) There was a man today, at the grocery 
store, he’s there often – and Then – then when I, everyone 
was staring at me while I shopped. I could feel their eyes 
on me. Then this man, he looked so angry today, and I kept 
my head low, but he followed me the whole time. I could 
hear the news over the radio in the store and he spit on 
me – and, the man called me a dirty Jap. 
 
MOTHER 
Oh, Mitzi… Darling.  
 
MITSUKO 
So, so I bought the things I had, and came home. I thought 
he would follow me – I thought he would hurt me, maybe 
even kill me. He looked like he wanted to. (Mother moves 
to her) 
He hated me mama.  
 
MOTHER 
Darling, don’t cry. He is only one man. He is only one man 
who knows nothing. Nothing at all, nothing at all about 
who you are, my love. You and I are as American as much as 
he is. We are loyal, good people. MITSUKO, that man 
doesn’t know a thing.   
 
MITSUKO 
It’s not just that man mama, everyone was angry – you 
didn’t see their faces – and their stares – their stares 
drilled into me…. And the man on the radio…  (beat) So, 
its more than one man mama– things are going to change. I 




There is a Japanese saying, Deru kui wa utareru (出る杭は打
)- the stake that sticks up gets hammered down. That man 
was scared – I hate that, I hate that this terrible man 
would treat you like a criminal, when you have never hurt 
anyone. He was angry and scared, and too stupid to 
recognize the difference between you and those who drop 
bombs, because in his mind the only thing you are 







Mama, I was thinking the whole way home – I was, I was 
thinking, wishing, we lived in Japan, we would live with 
people like us… this wouldn’t happen.  
 
MOTHER 
What does Japan look like MITSUKO? 
 
MITSUKO 
I don’t know, I’ve never been there. You know that –  
 
MOTHER 
And the people. What do you know about the people in 
Japan, that you say are like us?  
 
MITSUKO 
Mama –  
 
MOTHER 
I only know what your grandparents have told me in 
stories. Japan is not our home, we are connected to Japan, 
but our home is right here. When my parents came to 
America, they left behind all their friends and family, 
their jobs, everything familiar to them, all because had 
such high hopes for their daughter. My mama told me, 
‘you’re here in the United States of America, you need to 
do well in school, you need to prepare yourself to get a 
good job when you get out into larger society - don’t be a 
dumb farmer like us.’ So I worked as hard as I could to 
make her proud, and to make all my parent’s sacrifices 
worth it. But I couldn’t go far. America does not have 
opportunities for all people, especially for a Japanese 
woman in that time, first my parents were robbed of their 
potential and then so was I, so when I had a child, I told 
myself that I would make sure she could achieve her 
dreams, because I wanted to see someone in my family’s 
potential realized. And my daughter, you MITSUKO, I have 
always been so proud of you, my artist: strong-willed, 
kind, powerful. Now I own and operate my Laundromat, with 
the help of my beautiful daughter and her husband, and 
lovely baby granddaughter. And my daughter can, and will, 











(pointing to a beautiful painting of a flower) Look at 
your paintings, you have a gift.    
 
MITSUKO 
I only paint flowers mama.  
 
MOTHER 
Well I believe in you. 
 
MITSUKO 
Mama this isn’t what we should be talking about - Mama do 
you really believe things are going to be fine? You don’t 
think that  
 
MOTHER 
Things will be difficult, people are afraid – and they’re 
angry. They don’t realize how different we are from the 
enemy. They see something they don't know, and what people 
don’t know scares them. But time goes by and they see we 
become familiar to them, and they understand we are their 
neighbors, not their enemies.  
 
MITSUKO 
But what if they act before we are familiar to them? I 
have a feeling that our entire lives are going to change. 
We shouldn’t be naïve.  
 
MOTHER 
MITSUKO, we are not guilty. We have done no wrong. We have 
been loyal. That is a fact. These emotions white Americans 
have are just that, emotions. Over time emotions float 
away, but facts are always there.  
 
MITSUKO 
You believe that?  
 
MOTHER 
Yes. I do.  
 
MITSUKO 






I do. Now do you? 
 
MITSUKO 
I guess I do. (beat) I’ll make dinner for us mama. 
 
MOTHER 
No, no I can do it.  
 
MITSUKO 
I didn’t get the onions or the bread.  
 
MOTHER 
I can make dinner without it.  
(Unpacks groceries and begins to cook) 
 
MITSUKO 
Okay Mama. I love you.  
 
MOTHER 
And I love you. Can you wake Akira up from her nap? 
 
(MITSUKO goes into other room, and closes door behind her. 
Mother goes to the radio and turns it on).  
 
Radio voice: “...it’s true, they are not Americans. They 
are Japanese and enemies….”(Mother switches the radio to 
music station, then makes dinner). 
 
(Mitsuko enters trying to soothe her crying baby, sits 
with her on the couch. Takeharu walks in, hugs mother, 
then kisses Mitsuko and the baby. Mitsuko turns off the 
radio as everyone goes to the table for dinner. 
Uncomfortable silence as no one eats).  
(The scene fades to black and the radio continues, lights 
up on the family again as the montage sequence begins, by 






Scene 3 - Montage 
 
(Bennett Cerf can double as the guard in this scene.) 
(Montage sequence in which the characters interact with 
one another, caring for each other, working, cooking, 
cleaning, and listening to the radio which plays snippets 
of various anti-Japanese editorials, speeches, and news 
statements – either the original recording to prerecorded. 
The family is worried, reacting but trying to live as 
normally as possible. Then, as the radio plays the 
announcement of executive order 9066 on the radio, with 
all family members sitting around the radio, Takeharu will 
enter with the letters that have been posted with the same 
news. Throughout all of this Ted’s office is dimly lit and 
he can be seen writing and drawing, hard at work with 
Political Cartoons. His political cartoons should appear 
occasionally along with the editorials, projected onto the 
back wall. The cartoons are on pages 28, 29, 30, 31, 64, 
65, 105, 106, 108, 109 110. The projections should stop 
when the family steps outside, but Ted should remain dimly 
lit and hard at work the entire time. The family then 
packs some of their belongings – all that they can carry – 
and stands facing the audience and outside of their home. 
The noise of a train rushing past can be heard along with 
chaos of people being crammed into the train, indicating 
that the family is about to board. A train seat is brought 
out and the family takes their seats, holding each other. 
Only the sound of the train can be heard at this point. As 
the family is waiting for and on the train the living room 
is switched for the inside of an animal stall during this. 
It is dirty, barren, and ugly. In the background is desert 
and a mountain range behind a high barbed wire fence. The 
family steps off the train, are given numbers, and step 
inside. A bright spotlight from the guard tower passes 
over them every 30 seconds. It is silent at first as they 
enter and put their things down, then, someone crying in 
the room/stall next to them can be heard. The scene fades 
to black. This montage sequence should take ten to twelve 
minutes at most.) 
(Radio broadcasts/snippets are listed below.) 
 
Radio: The Japanese race is an enemy race and while many 
second and third generation Japanese born on American 
soil, possess of American citizenship, have become 




The very fact that no sabotage has taken place to 
date is a disturbing and confirming indication that 
such action will be taken. 
They are a dangerous element. There is no way to 
determine their loyalty... It makes no difference 
whether he is an American citizen, he is still a 
Japanese. American citizenship does not necessarily 
determine loyalty... But we must worry about the 
Japanese all the time until he is wiped off the map. 
If all the Japs were removed tomorrow, we'd never 
miss them in two weeks, because the white farmers can 
take over and produce everything the Jap grows.  
 I am determined that if they have one drop of 
Japanese blood in them, they must go to camp. 
 I am for the immediate removal of every Japanese on 
the West Coast to a point deep in the  
interior. I don't mean a nice part of the interior either. 
Herd 'em up, pack 'em off and give 'em the inside room in 
the badlands... Personally, I hate the Japanese. And that 
goes for all of them. 
  
Radio: By executive order 9066 today President Roosevelt 
gave the Army authority to establish military  
zones anywhere in the United States from which any 
person, citizen or alien, may be evacuated 
and excluded. Those chiefly affected are American 
citizens of Japanese parentage. Approximately 60,000 
of those reside in California and an additional 
14,000 are scattered through Oregon and Washington. 
Lt. Gen. John I. DeWitt, commanding general for the 
Western Defense Command will have full discretion 
both as to the areas to be designated and the persons 
to be evacuated. 
Radio: ...the successful prosecution of the war requires 
every possible protection against espionage and  






Scene 4 - Seuss at War 
  
(Ted is hard at work, his office is messier than before, 
and he is working with less care than before, his work is 












Peggy! Don’t run! Margaret, if I have to tell you -  
 
PEGGY 
(opening door) Sorry Aunt Helen, I’ll remember next time! 
(To Ted) I bought today’s print of the PM! 
 
TED 
Oh, that’s wonderful! Any good cartoons in there? 
 
PEGGY 
(amused) Mhm.  
 
TED 






























Yes! Well no, but I know it’s your cartoon Uncle Ted! 
 
TED 
Well let’s see this cartoon you think I made! 
 
PEGGY 
Here! Look!  
 
TED 
Aw, this is my cartoon, I’m surprised you couldn’t tell.  
 
PEGGY 
(Mock annoyance.) Uncle Ted!  
TED 


















Yes Peggy?  
 
PEGGY 





Oh- Peggy, your Aunt Helen is just a little out of sorts 














Now, this creature represents an average American, someone 
who supports isolationism. 
 
PEGGY 
Is it a bird? 
TED 
I suppose, but that isn’t quite what matters. 
 
PEGGY 
Oh, okay.  
 
TED 
Do you know what isolation is Peggy? 
 
PEGGY 




Yes, do you know why? 
 
PEGGY 
 So we stay safe, right? 
 
TED 
That’s very close, Americans were staying out of the war 
because they thought it was safe - but it is one of the 




their eyes and cover their ears, but that doesn’t stop 






Now is not the time to get Palsy-walsy, Hitler, the Nazis, 
Hirohito of Japan, Mussolini, they’re out to take over the 
world, and that threat is not going to go away simply 
because we are far enough away to not hear the bombs 
falling. They were fantasizing when they thought the 
United States could avoid war and maintain security.  
 
PEGGY 
I heard about the bomb in school - in Hawaii. 
 
TED 
It is tragic so many Americans had to allow ourselves to 
be bombed before the cheerful idiots could get it through 
their thick skulls that war was coming. There was no way 
to avoid war, our enemies were getting stronger, and our 




Do you think we’ll win? 
 
TED 
I hope so, Peggy, but not enough sacrifices are being 
made. The American people need to take the time to think 
on what - 
 
HELEN 
Ted, you have mail, dear. 
 
TED 
Oh, I’ll have a look at it in a moment Helen, thank you. 
 
HELEN 
No, Ted, you ought to look at this now.  
 
TED 







It’s Gerald Nye. The Gerald Nye - the Senator. 
 
TED 
(Taking envelope.) I drew that cartoon months ago… why 
send this to us now? 
 
HELEN 
It was probably only just brought to his attention. I 
knew, I told you it was a vulgar idea. You’re probably in 
so much trouble -  
 
PEGGY 
(Blurting.) Who is it? 
 
TED 
It’s Gerald P. Nye.  
 
PEGGY 
Who is that? 
 
TED 














It doesn’t matter. 
 
PEGGY 
Well, why did he write you a letter? 
 
TED 








(Amused, but irritated.) Ted!  
 
TED 






That’s very different from her hearing the word from you. 
You should never say that word, Peggy. There are so many 
words, your uncle creates new words all the time, there is 
no reason to use those words.  
 
TED 
Why limit yourself, dear?  
 
PEGGY 
Is he very mad? The senator?  
 
TED 
I suppose I should find out, shouldn’t I? (Ted opens the 
letter and reads, then slowly sits in his chair, looks up, 
and smiles at Peggy and Helen.) 
 
HELEN 
Is it good then? 
 
PEGGY 
What did he have to say, Uncle Ted? 
 
TED 
Well, Gerald P. Nye saw my drawing in the PM.  
 
PEGGY: And?      HELEN: What does he say?  
 
TED 
He wants a framed copy.  










Oh yes!  
 
HELEN 
Give me that.  
(Reads letter, then begins to laugh as well.) I thought 
your career was over.  
 
PEGGY 
Why would he want a picture of … that? 
 
TED 
Oh, who knows, I’ve never felt his head was screwed on 
quite right.  
(The two calm down a bit.) 
 
PEGGY 






No, you shouldn’t Ted.  
 
TED 
No? Well, why not? 
 
HELEN 
Well, because he’s a horse’s ass, Ted.  
(Peggy is surprised, while Ted and Helen begin laughing  
again. The two take a moment to calm down.) 
 
TED 
I love to hear you laugh. (They kiss.)  
 
HELEN 
Peggy, dear, you’re going to be late getting home, would 
you like me to drive you? 
 
PEGGY 
Yes please!  







Scene 5 – Celebration 
 
(Ted sits back at his desk and begins to draw for a 
moment. Before long there is a knock at the front door.) 
(Ted leaves to open the door, they are overheard as they 
move toward the room.) 
 
TED 
Bennett! Come on in! (Entering office.) 
 
TED 
What brings you here? 
 
BENNETT 
I felt we ought to celebrate, I have champagne.  
 
TED 
BENNETT, I -  
 
BENNETT 




I told you we shouldn’t celebrate my book. I don’t write 
books anymore.  
 
BENNETT 
I know it isn’t what you’re wanting to work on for the 
moment - and I hope it is only for the moment - but your 
last book was such a success. You’ve unleashed your 
imagination, your characters have human frailties and 
yearnings but are placed in implausible and outrageous 
jeopardy, and the result is absolutely wonderful. It’s an 
original TED, no one else writes like you do.  
 
TED 
Where is this going BENNETT? 
 
BENNETT 










There was another offer from Vanguard Publishing Press. 
They’ve increased their offer. TED, you take this offer 
and you’ll hold the record for receiving the most money 
per word than any other writer in history.  
 
TED 
I’d rather hold the record for refusing the most money per 
word than any writer in history. I am not returning to 
writing for juveniles.  
 
BENNETT 
Ted, you could at least consider it.  
 
TED 
This is not a time where the world can afford for people 
to do things that are meaningless. Vanguard is 
meaningless. Your efforts to convince me to work for 
Vanguard are meaningless. Perhaps I should convince you to 
take greater action yourself. 
 
BENNETT 
You can write stories with morals. If anyone can it’s you.  
TED 




Nothing! Okay, Ted, alright, I don’t deny your political 
cartoons are certainly a hidden talent of yours, but your 
books are too good to abandon. And, as your editor, I have 
to tell you the drawings are sloppy. I know you recognize 
that too.  
 
TED 
Yes, I don’t have the time I would like to normally spend 
on my work - but if that is the cost I have to pay for the 
security of the nation, then so be it.  
 
BENNETT 
But just think about how much you have created. What would 









Alright, that isn’t what I meant...TED, you seem unhappy. 
I know writing your silly books gives you joy.  
 
TED 
I like nonsense, it wakes up the brain cells. Fantasy is a 
necessary ingredient in living, It's a way of  
looking at life through the wrong end of a telescope. 




So you agree then? 
 
TED 




Of course. I always think this one may be the one where 
you finally thank the man who has been your editor since 
college, but - 
TED 
You read it then? 
 
BENNETT 
Yes. Chrysanthemum Pearl. It’s quite the name. I hope it 
isn’t going to be - oh - is Helen? (TED tries to interject 
throughout.) Oh, TED! This is wonderful! Not the name, 
good God, have some mercy on your poor child, you can’t 
name her that. I can’t believe HELEN would ever let you 
name her that. TED, I am so happy for you both, I know it 
wasn’t easy - 
 
TED 
(yells) Bennett! Stop speaking for one damn moment! Helen 
can’t have children. We found out recently. Chrysanthemum 
Pearl is imaginary. I would like you to shut up now. I’m 
getting myself a glass of gin. You can take your champagne 
home with you.  
 
BENNETT 
Oh, God. God, Ted. I- 
 
TED 








I’ll get the door. (Exits.) 
 
(Ted sits and drinks. There is mumbling in the hallway, 
before HORTON enters with BENNETT behind him.) 
 
HORTON 
TED, is there anything we could do for - 
 
TED 
No, no. I’m fine. It is private though.  
 
HORTON 
Ted, we care for you. Anything you need - have you gotten 
out of the house at all?  
 
BENNETT 
We can go anywhere, TED. It would be my treat.  








Oh, Helen no, there’s no need. You should have seen his 
dorm room at Dartmouth.  
 
BENNETT 
You should see my house, my boys cause so much 
destruction, they’re um - Helen, I’m so sorry… 
 
HELEN 
Oh God, you told them, Ted? (Trying not to cry.) 
 
TED 
Helen, I didn’t intend to - BENNETT asked about our Pearl, 







(Goes to pour herself a glass of water, then sits on the 
couch. She is still fighting tears) I wanted that 
information to be private, at least for awhile longer.  
 
HORTON 
Of course, Helen. And neither of us will tell a soul.  
 
HORTON 
Not a soul, Helen, we swear.  
 
HELEN 
(Nods.) I really appreciate that. I know how silly it is - 
people will know sooner or later. It’s inevitable. But - 
well - (Begins to cry. TED moves to hold her.) I just feel 
so empty right now, and it’s because I am. I had a future 
all planned out, and this future I took for granted has 








I apologize. There are so many things to celebrate -  
 
HORTON 
(Handing her a tissue.) Don’t apologize, Helen. We may not 
truly understand, but we care for you and TED. You always 
have our love and support.  
 
HELEN 
Thank you, HORTON. You are always so unfailingly kind. 
  
Ted 
Thank you, Horton. 
 




Anything either of you need.   
 
HELEN 





(distracted.) Yes thank you.  
 
(Bennett leaves, he is more awkward about showing 





Helen, love - 
 
HELEN 
I’m alright, Ted. You’re so worried, there’s no need to be 
so worried. We both just need time.  
 
TED 




No. No, but I would love to hear it.  
 
TED 
She whipped up the most delicious oyster stew with 
chocolate frosting and flaming Roman candles. 
 
HELEN 
My goodness, what a combination… and the candles didn’t 
start a fire? 
 
TED 




Ever clever and precious.  
 
TED 
I know you haven’t eaten HELEN. I heard a place opened 
near us that serves a wonderful oyster stew, I think we 
should go. Neither of us have really left the house, not 
beyond driving PEGGY home or chores.  
 
HELEN 






But you’ll go? 
 
HELEN 
I will. You’re right, it would be nice to get out. 
 
TED 
I’ll write while you get ready. 
 
(They kiss, and both leave. Lights fade out.) 
 
Scene 6 - Rumors 
 
(It is night, Takeharu sits outside the stable, he is deep 
in thought/worried) 
(MITSUKO steps outside and slowly takes a seat beside him) 
(The search light from the guard tower cycles, crossing 









Are you coming back to bed? 
 
TAKEHARU 




What are you thinking about? 
 
TAKEHARU 
I’d rather not talk about that. Sit with me though.  
(beat) 
You could paint this. 
 
MITSUKO 
You want me to paint this?  
 
TAKEHARU 






I don’t want to paint my view from within a cage. I don’t 
want to remember what this looks like… if I ever leave 
this behind.  
 
TAKEHARU 




You never told me what you were thinking about.  
 
TAKEHARU 
Mitsuko, you should go back to sleep. 
 
MITSUKO 
Is it the rumor? From breakfast? The survey? 
 
TAKEHARU 
It could be just that, just a rumor. 
 
MITSUKO 
Those two questions: Would you fight for the country? And 
will you swear allegiance to the United States and 
denounce any allegiance to Japan?  
(beat) 
I can’t stop thinking about them either. 
 
TAKEHARU 
I’ve been thinking about how to answer –  
 
MITSUKO 
They are impossible questions. 
 
TAKEHARU 
Mitsuko, we have to answer yes. 
 
MITSUKO 
You want to say yes?  
 
TAKEHARU 
Yes, I do. 
 
TAKEHARU 









It reminds me of a picture my mother had, of Japan. When I 






That mountain is what I recognize of Japan, the only thing 
I recognize. I have never been to Japan, there is no 








This treatment could end. If we cooperate, answer yes to 
the  




What reason do you have to expect fairness? We, especially 
with what has happened, should not expect fairness.  
 
TAKEHARU 
We don’t know what they might do, yes or no.  
 
MITSUKO 
Takeharu, if you answer yes you may be sent to war.  
 
TAKEHARU 
It would be worth it – and Akira and you and your Mother 
could go back to our home and our business, you’d have 
your lives back.  
 
MITSUKO 
Not without you, you’re part of our family, we need you. 







Another man told me this afternoon, his family has lost 
everything, their farm, their home, all their savings, 
they have nothing left – We could lose everything too, no 
one is taking care of our Laundromat or our home – 
 
MITSUKO 
Why should you go to war if your family is in a 
concentration camp? Why die for a country that locks you 
away when you are innocent?  
 
TAKEHARU 
Don’t say that, don’t say that I will die.  
 
MITSUKO 




Then they will train me. I am young, I can learn. 
 
MITSUKO 
If our government shamelessly imprisons us, why would they 
not put you on the front lines? Why should we believe 
they’ll send us home? Who is to say they don’t take you in 
the morning and come for us at night. Look around us we 
are not American. 
 
TAKEHARU 
We cannot abandon our allegiance to America. We are 
American, America is our home.   
 
MITSUKO 
We are not leaving home, home is chasing us. 
 
TAKEHARU 
Mitsuko. The walls are thin. (beat). We are loyal 
Americans. And we can prove it if we answer yes.  
 
MITSUKO 
We shouldn’t have to prove our loyalty – not like this – 
I’ve always been loyal, and so have you. Same as every 
person down this line of shacks. We will never be American 
to them. They see us as strangers, and what is a stranger? 




Strangers come for your blood and your joy. Strangers come 
and cut your heart out –  
 
TAKEHARU 
Mitsuko, I know. I am furious. And I am afraid. I am not 
complacent as you seem to believe. I don’t want to leave, 
and not know if I’ll come back. I want to be with my baby 
daughter and I want to watch her grow up. I want to go 
home with my daughter, and my wife, and your mother.   
MITSUKO 
Then don’t go. What about our ancestry? What about our 
ancestors? They're a part of me, of us, of who we are. I 
cannot to leave them behind, they are a part of me. 
 
TAKEHARU 
It’s a part of me too. My parents were so proud when their 
son was born in the United States, and so he was American, 
and had opportunities. He had many more opportunities than 
they had. He would vote, and he could own land, and he 
knew he would live a good life. But they were also so 
proud when their son brought home top marks from Japanese 
school. They taught him Japanese, but were proud their son 
knew English, and constantly pestered him to help them 
learn English as well.  We celebrated Japanese traditions 
and joined the community to learn of American traditions. 
My father and I spent every summer playing baseball, we 
rooted for Pete Gray and the Browns and listened to every 
game, even though we were in Dodgers territory.  
(beat) 
We have to live through this.  
 
MITSUKO 
I know. But I feel empty. It is clear I am not truly 
American, and yet, they want me to leave my roots behind. 
What will be left for us after this? 
(beat) 
We have no home.  
 
TAKEHARU 
But if I say no, if we say we are not in allegiance, we 
could never leave this camp. Those gun towers face in, I 
have nightmares about it every night, we could be shot. 
Our bodies could be left in the desert and forgotten. 
Answering no is not worth dying. But if I have to prove 




family, are truly American, then I will. If I die I’d like 





You’re making sense. You’re maybe right. But Takeharu, 
there is no good answer… 
 
TAKEHARU 
I know there is no good answer, but there is a better 
answer. For us, in our situation.  
 
MITSUKO 
I know, Takeharu. 
 
TAKEHARU 
So you’ll answer yes?  
 
MITSUKO 
I still don’t think we should give in. I still don’t want 
to.  
TAKEHARU 
Mitsuko –  
 
MITSUKO 





It is not easy for me either. I am afraid too. 
 
MITSUKO 
I know. I know it… Will you come to bed now?  
 
TAKEHARU 
In a moment. Let’s enjoy our privacy, privacy is a scarce 
resource here.  
 






Scene 7 Condolences 
 
(Bennett knocks on Ted’s office door, then enters. Horton 






(Not looking up from work) Hmm?  
 
BENNETT 
We wanted to give you our condolences again. – We let 
ourselves in, is Helen–?  
 
TED 
She’s doing alright, Bennett…just resting more these days. 
 
HORTON 
We do offer our condolences Ted, sincerely. 
 
TED 
Helen wanted children very badly – but there is still more 
to pursue in our lives. 
 
HORTON 
Well I’m glad you’re staying positive – I remember how –  
 
TED 
Let me get you both a drink. Would you like a drink?  
 
BENNETT 
I don’t think we’ve had a drink since our college days -  
 
TED 
I don’t think I remember a single time when this one drank 
with us. (Gesturing to Horton.) 
 
HORTON 
I joined in on many occasions Ted. However I did not 
partake when it would have put my career in jeopardy.   
 
BENNETT 
I suppose that may have been to your advantage Horton - 






If you’re meaning when the two of you were caught sharing 
a pint of bootleg gin the night before Easter Sunday and 




You’re forgetting - we were both forced to resign from our 
positions on the paper and cease publishing entirely.  
 
HORTON 
You both published anyway... (With a sort of disgust)  
 
BENNETT 
Regardless the punishment was entirely too severe, 




(Laughs) Absolutely, damn prohibition – I have a Kentucky 
Tavern bourbon and a bottle of Gordon’s gin. 
 
BENNETT 
(Laughing) Kentucky Tavern? TED, that is a shit whiskey, 
your family of brewers must be rolling in their graves. 
TED 
My father has been temporarily retired for years. 
 
HORTON 
Temporarily retired, he never got another job? 
 
TED 
He worked in parks services for years – but I believe it 
was never the same sort of work level as before… 
 
BENNETT 













It was nothing the family couldn’t handle, besides, I’ve 
turned the whole calamity into a two volume novel. 
 
BENNETT 
How have I, your editor, never seen this masterpiece? I 




It was hardly a masterpiece, I wrote it as I traipsed 
across Europe with Helen, after leaving Oxford. I failed 
to persuade a single publisher to recognize its merit. 
 
HORTON 
So you have it still?  
 
TED: 
(Laughs). No, no. When it wouldn’t sell, I condensed it 
into a long short story. Next I cut it to a short, short 
story. Finally, I sold it as a two-line gag. 
 
BENNETT 
Which two-line gag was that?  
 
TED 




You haven’t changed since Dartmouth, you know that? 
 
TED 
(mid-sip) Mmm, you know what I will never forget?  
 Granny Squeers has a hound-sort of a beast called a 
Blinx 
 You don’t call him by whistling; you merely take 
drinks 
 And when he appears we just get up astride  
 And he takes you us right out for a heavenly ride. 
 We cling to his back just as long as we’re able, 
 Then he gently deposits us under the table. 
 
BENNETT 






Mhm, that man visited all the way from Sing Sing Prison 
just to write publish a little poetry for our paper.  
 
HORTON 
I had forgotten about all your pen names. I never 
understood how Dean Laycock didn’t see right through that 
piece, especially after all the trouble. 
 
TED 
Likely trying to save face. Because he certainly knows 
now, he must. 
 
BENNETT 




Truly ancient. Dean Craven Laycock was certainly a craven 
individual, we single-handedly turned the Jack-O-Lantern 
into a cutting edge publication. 
 
BENNETT 
(Slight mocking) Well we defied the law prohibition on one 
of the holiest days of the Christian calendar. 
 
TED 
I was voted “least likely to succeed,” how could I not 
celebrate such an accomplishment.   
 
BENNETT 
How true. (Both laugh) 
 (Beat) 
 And look at your success now, you’re doing so well 
now. You and Helen, even with all you’re going through. I 
know you and Helen wanted – Well I suppose you never know 
what life will throw your way –  
 
TED 
We’ll be okay Bennett, I appreciate you both coming to 
check on us, make sure we’re doing well.  
 
BENNETT 







Yes, as well as can be expected, but still well.  
 
HORTON 
And you won’t hesitate to let us know what you need? You 
can always ask, we’ve been friends most of our lives now. 
We’re here for you, and for Helen, she’s a great woman.  
 
TED 
It’s true, she is brilliant. A wonderful collaborator.  
 
BENNETT 
She truly is - and a damn good editor too. I’ll admit it 
even if it threatens my career.  
 
TED 




Yes, of course, it’s true, there are so many other 
opportunities you’re free to pursue now. And, well, there 
are my four children, God knows I need a break from them 
sometimes, you can borrow them - treat them as your own 
whenever you’d like. You’re family TED, you and HELEN. 
Though I’m sure you don’t want that – you’ve met my 
children, my boys are just disgusting, only the little 
one’s okay, and she’s only six, so who really knows how 
she’ll turn out. So really, if you’re on the subject of 
the value of my sperm, I’m one for four.  
 
HORTON 
(Laughing) Your sons are disgusting? I believe you two 
once had the goal to urinate off the roof of every 
building on Dartmouth campus. 
 
BENNETT 
I believe we were triumphant… but I suppose that’s the 












I’m being insensitive. 
 
TED 
Yes… But you were never sensitive Bennett, it’s what makes 
you a good editor. Besides the whole world has been 
sensitive on the issue, nice of them but – well that was 
refreshing to hear.  (Beat.) I don’t know how many kids I 
want now that I think of it, but Helen is heartbroken. She 
wanted a gaggle of them, ducklings, to follow her around. 
– I’ve been telling anyone who asks: you make ‘em, I’ll 
amuse ‘em.  
 
BENNETT 
Yes, your writing for juveniles is the only writing for 
juveniles I regard highly.  
 
TED 
Do you know what I believe? I believe there are only two 
worthwhile things to leave behind when you depart from 
this world: children and art. I cannot leave behind a 
child, but I can leave behind art. And better yet I can 
leave behind art for children.  
 
HORTON 
You do also have Peggy, you know that little girl relies 
on you and Helen, and more than she relies on Marnie. Your 
sister is wonderful TED, but it’s hard for her, it’s hard 
for her to be mother I think – I’m not trying to insinuate 
that she is a bad mother but – 
  
TED 
– I know BENNETT. She’s reclusive. You’re right, we’ll 
always have our PEGGY, she’s a great kid.  
 
HORTON 
Very precocious.  
 
TED 
Mhmm, eight going on thirty-five I think. 
 
(There is a loud thump in the other room and the noise of 







(TED runs out of the room.) 
 
TED 
Bennett, phone the Dr. Smith! Could one of you get the 
heating pad, it should be beside the bed.  
 
HORTON 




I’ve got you Helen. Helen, I’ve got you - why were you 
downstairs? Why weren’t you resting?  
 
HELEN 
(Helen is in excruciating pain) Ted?  
 
TED 
Helen, oh Helen. What happened to you?  
 
HELEN 
I couldn’t feel my feet and ankles, just for a moment - 
I’m alright Ted. You shouldn’t be so worried. 
 
TED 
Why did you get out of bed? You should have been resting. 
 
HELEN 
I just was getting lunch ready. 
 
TED 
You should have stayed in bed. 
 
HORTON 
(Enters.) Here’s your heating pad. Is there anything else 
I can get you? 
 
HELEN 











  (HORTON Leaves again.) 
 
HELEN 
I will not be an invalid, TED. 
 
TED 
I think we should go to the hospital. Please, Helen, let 
me drive you to the hospital.  
 
HELEN 
A good night’s sleep and a meal will cure me, Ted. I just 
haven’t slept well, or had much to eat. That’s all. 
 
TED 
 Will you at least let Dr. Smith have a look at you? He’s 
already receiving a call. 
 
HELEN 






 Yes, can you distract me for a moment, TED? Please?  
 
TED 
 Of course. Do you remember the day we met?  
 
HELEN 
 Of course I do, it was in class, when we were at Oxford. 
 
TED 




 No, do you? 
 
TED 
 I do. You were sitting behind me in class, and you looked 
over my shoulder at my doodles and said,  
“You’re crazy to be a professor, what you really want 
to do is draw. And that is a very fine flying cow!” I 






 Mmm, what was the name of the professor who gave the 
dreary two hour lecture on punctuation  
in King Lear?  
 
HORTON 
 (Horton brings in a glass of water with a straw and ice.) 
Here Helen, can you drink this? 
 
TED 
 Oh Horton, have you heard this story?  
 
HORTON 
 What story is this?  
 
HELEN 
 The Oxford professor that sent TED packing. 
 
TED 
 This don, Sir Oliver Onions, had dug up all the old 
Shakespearean folios and lamented that some  
had more semicolons than commas. And some had more 
commas than periods, and so on. I listened for 
awhile, then went to my room and packed.  
 
Horton 
 No I hadn’t heard that story bef- 
 
BENNETT 
 (Enters quickly.) Ted, Dr. Smith thinks you should go to 
the hospital immediately.  
 
HELEN 
 I don’t want to go to the hospital, I’m alright, Dr. 
Smith is overreacting. 
 
TED 
Helen, we have to go.  
 
HELEN 
 There is glass and mess all over my kitchen -  
 
HORTON 
 Please Helen, I can clean up the kitchen. That’s no 






 Helen, please. Dr. Smith sounded very serious about your 
needing to come and see a doctor. 
 
HELEN 
 Okay, but I’m having trouble walking right this moment - 
I’ll need some help. 
 
TED 
 Of course darling. (Helping Helen walk.) Bennett, can you 
get the door? 
 
BENNETT 
 Of course, Ted.  
 
HELEN 
 Thank you Bennett, thank you Horton. I really am fine.  
 
HORTON 
 Call me, Ted, let me know what the doctors say, and if 
you’d like some company. 
 
TED 
 Thank you Horton.  
 
(All leave, Ted first Bennett opening the door then 
following, and then HORTON following into the kitchen and 
the sound of glass being swept up is heard faintly.) 
 
Scene 8 - Breakdown 
 
(MITSUKO sits at the table in the barrack, she has pen and 
paper, and is upset. She does not write anything, but 
simply stares at the page in front of her.) 
(Mother enters carrying Akira.) 
 
MOTHER 
Are you writing another letter? 
 
MITSUKO 
This is the first.  
 
MOTHER 










MITSUKO, darling, he must be worried something happened. 
You told him you would write when he was sent to war.  
 
MITSUKO 
(Sharp.) I know, mama.  
 
MOTHER 
You’re thinking too hard, he just wants to hear from you.  
 
MITSUKO 
But what am I supposed to say - nothing happens here. We 
wake up each morning and recite the pledge of allegiance 
then we wait in line for canned American breakfast eaten 
in a mess hall. Life is loud, and crowded, and the main 
activity is waiting. I work for no pay, and stand in 
another line for dinner. We are counted. Our rooms are 
searched. Everyone is dusty and unhappy, at night I hear 
someone crying through our walls - 
 
MOTHER 
You can just write to tell him you are alive, and so is 
your mother and daughter 
MITSUKO 
My husband is at war, I need to say more. I need to write 
something that won’t remind him of this...bleakness. Mama, 
I don’t feel alive, but I cannot tell him that. I cannot 
tell him I always feel alone and vacant- 
 
MOTHER 
Maybe you ask questions, ask for news from him.  
 
MITSUKO 
I don’t even know if he will receive any of my letters, 
would someone bother to send my letter, knowing who I am? 
And he could already be dead. They could have killed him.  
 
MOTHER 
They did not kill him, they want him to fight for them, he 
is an asset to them. Ask for news, he’ll give you news, 






But what do I make of what news I receive, if the United 
States is winning it means that the war is going badly for 
the Japanese, but if the Japanese are winning then maybe 
my husband is dead, and my daughter will grow up without 
her father - any news is a loss.  
 
MOTHER 
We are American Mitsuko. We have to support our country.  
 
MITSUKO 
 Nonsense. Americans are not locked away and hidden from 




Shakata ga ni, Mitsuko, you are dwelling too much on what 
cannot be helped.  
 
MITSUKO 
It can be helped - Why is it only us that are locked away? 
Outside of these fences and towers Americans are able to 
live their lives. They have a purpose for their existence. 
But we are herded onto trains and into cages like cattle. 
And now we stay inside, and we wake up each morning to eat 
food we are not able to prepare, and we sleep in cots each 
night, surrounded by those I do not recognize. And in 
between I wait, and I grow older. I feel my life 
frittering away. And I watch my baby grow older, and she’s 
beginning to speak and I see her eyes beginning to take in 
the world around her, and I worry this will be all Akira 
will ever know. She’ll learn the world does not welcome 
her, that it does not value her, and will offer her 
nothing. I would not have brought a child into this world.  
 
MOTHER 
Do not say that. I cannot imagine a world without that 
baby girl.  
 
MITSUKO 
I was never saying I wished otherwise - but what place is 
this for growing? How do I teach her to be strong when we 
are all under the thumb of our own country? Mama I’ve 
never felt ashamed of who I am, but I do now. I am ashamed 







We have a home Mitsuko.  
 
MITSUKO 
Where is it, our home? Is it here in the camps? Or the 
Laundromat our family built that someone else is now 
running? Or is it Japan, where no one knows we exist?  
 
MOTHER 
Home is with your family. 
 
MITSUKO 
I think your parents were wrong to leave Japan. I dream 
every day now, of what my life might have been if they had 
never left, what I think should have been my life - but I 
try not to think, I don’t want to think -  
 
MOTHER 
Mitsuko! Do you not realize that we are all doing the best 
we can? Every single person inside this place is doing the 




Mama –  
 
MOTHER 
Do you think I am not angry? Do you think I don’t feel 
lost? Mothers have to be strong for their daughters, life 
has been unfair to me. You know this. I thought the worst 
had happened in my life, but then I am sent here. And I am 
afraid and angry and hurting just as you are. But I find 
what is left that is important. Daughters will always have 
more opportunities than their mothers, so as a mother I 
push you to achieve what was not available to me, and in 
turn you make sure your daughter is able to have a better 
life than your own. My heart is heavy for my own losses, 
but it makes my heart soar to recognize the potential in 
generations to come.  
 
MITSUKO 
But what in my life is important? What do I have to make 
me strong? How can you speak of potential when there is 







Keizoku wa chikara nari.  
 
MITSUKO 
Mama, I speak so little Japanese… 
 
MOTHER 
It means “to continue is power.” Mitsuko, I don’t believe 
we will spend our lives here. I don’t believe this will be 
where we die.   
MITSUKO 
We know nothing of what will come.  
 
Mother 
Of course we don’t know what is to come. It is always dark 
5 inches in front of us. We can never see the future.   
 
MITSUKO 
How can you have so much faith? 
 
(Chaos is suddenly heard outside, Mother rises, hands 
Akira to Mitsuko, then leaves the barrack.)  
 
MOTHER 
Stay inside.  
 
MITSUKO 
Mama? (Goes to the door) 
 
(The commotion comes from a man who is walking close to 
the fence, a gun is trained on him. None of this is seen 
by the audience, it is only heard. The guard can be heard: 
“Move away from the fence, I will shoot! (Begins to count 
down from 10) Chaos can be heard “He cannot hear, he is 




Mitsuko go back inside.  
 
MITSUKO 
Why is - 
 
MOTHER 





That’s Hatsuaki Wakasa. He’s deaf! They’re going to shoot 
him - he can’t hear the guards! Mama! 
 
MOTHER 
Go inside! Go! 
 
MITSUKO 
Mama -  
 
(A gunshot is heard. Hatsuaki is dead.) 
(Mitsuko screams and Akira begins to cry, Mother leads 
them into the house.) 
 
(It is quiet for a while as Mitsuko rocks Akira and Mother 
sits and begins to weep into her hands. Akira’s crying 
begins to die down and Mitsuko puts her into her crib.) 
 
MITSUKO 




Mitsuko –  
 
MITSUKO 
I have no faith in my future, in any of our futures.  
 
MOTHER 
I still have faith Mitsuko.  
 
MITSUKO 
Mama, they killed him. An eighty-year-old man who they 
knew was deaf and almost blind. They shot him in front of 
us all.  
 
MOTHER 
I know MITSUKO. I saw too. We know now to stay far away 
from the fence, and we’ll stay alive until the war ends -  
 
MITSUKO 
They did not shoot him because he was near the fence, they 
shot him because we are – in their eyes - the enemy. They 







Do not speak so loudly, Mitsuko! 
 
MITSUKO 
How can you be so calm? There is so much inside me, Mama! 
Charging anger and pain - I’m exhausted, I can’t sleep at 
night, I just watch that searchlight from the guard tower 
reminding me I am a prisoner - and it makes me feel tight 
inside, when I imagine a life here forever, or even just 
for another day, my blood runs cold - am I truly supposed 
to get used to this? After awhile? I don’t think I ever 
should. And if we leave, how will I ever live amongst 
these people again? I look into their faces and - and I 
think of how my entire world was destroyed and I was 
turned from a competent young women to a caged and wounded 
animal. I think of how my daughter’s youth is being stolen 
from her. I think of how I fear for my life and fear for 
the loss of the ones I love and I hate these people. I 




How can you hate those who are so repulsive? 
 
MITSUKO 
Mama, what does that mean?  
 
MOTHER 
Hatred is exhausting, and it is their hatred of you that 
leads them to build camps and shoot their guns. Over time 
you will no longer thirst for revenge, and you will 
forgive. I know my daughter, you are not like them.  
  
MITSUKO 
So you believe they should not be held accountable for all 
they have done to us? You don’t think that guard should be 
held responsible? And should be punished? Should we not 
demand justice?  
 
MOTHER 










But you are holding onto so much rage. You will destroy 
yourself by holding onto it. You will destroy yourself 
before you are able to leave.  
 
MITSUKO 
But mama - how can I let this go? 
 
MOTHER 
No response of violence will ever be adequate in response 
to all we have lost. 
 
(Mitsuko begins to cry). 
 
MOTHER 
You cannot build your life around something that cannot be 






(Mitsuko and Mother sob and embrace as the lights fade.) 
 
Scene 9 - HORTON and TED 
 
(Ted is pacing around his room that is the messiest it’s 
ever been. There is a knock at the front door)  
 
TED 
Come in!  
 
HORTON 
Ted? I wanted to check on you and Helen.  
 
TED 






None, no one knows anything Horton.  
 
HORTON 





There’s a question mark on her diagnosis. She’s in the 




What have the doctors told you?  
 
TED 
More nothing. They say the situation is touch and go. 




And Helen, is she in a lot of pain? 
 
TED 
She’s on so many medications, it’s hard for her to say 
anything - I don’t know what she would tell me, if she 
could speak to me.  
 
HORTON 
Well we both know Helen, she’d tell you to take better 
care of yourself.  
 
TED 
She would, wouldn’t she?  
 
HORTON 





Ted, I know this will appear insensitive given all that’s 
happened, but your cartoons are beginning to do exactly 
what you set out not to do.  
 
TED 
Now what is that supposed to mean? 
 
HORTON 
Ted, I have to ask you, why are you writing for the PM? 







It’s a political magazine. We are against people who push 
other people around, just for the fun of pushing. Their 
publications advocate for what’s important.  
 
HORTON 




What of them? 
 
HORTON 
They are American citizens, just as you and I. These 
people from Japan, that America has rounded up and sent 
far away are our brothers.  
 
TED: 
Now seems like a hell of a time for us to smile and 
warble: 'Brothers!' While bombs are dropped and our people 
murdered it is a rather flabby battle cry.  
 
HORTON 
Your battle cries are only on paper, it is easy to send 
your country into battle when it does not mean your 
friends and family will be sent to fight. It is not your 
friends and family that will die, and it is even more 
certainly not you. 
 
TED 
I thought you had outgrown your childish notions of 
pacifism since college. 
 
HORTON 
You think it’s childish to believe that meeting violence 
with violence will not lead to peace? 
 
TED 
How do you think Hitler or Mussolini or Hirohito would 
deal with a pacifist like you? Perhaps you ought to go 
change their minds - 
 
HORTON 







Bombs are dropping as we speak. Are we to watch them fall 
on our towns because we would like to be peaceful? That 




The people you draw are not those who dropped the bomb. 
And yet your propaganda leads the nation to believe they 
are devils, out to kill. 
 
TED 
It’s not propaganda, it’s the truth! 
 
HORTON 
A man’s devotion to his country is not tested by the 
birthplace of his grandfather.  
 
TED 
They are the fifth column! The racial strains are 
undiluted! Their presence is a live threat to everything 
America believes in, our Constitution, our freedom, our 
Democracy - 
HORTON 
You must know, Ted. How could you not realize the 
inconsistency? You say you fight against fraud and deceit 
and greed and cruelty, and yet you continue to condemn the 
innocent solely on the basis of your prejudice. You send 
thousands away, without trial or evidence of any kind. Why 
do people of Italian descent with Italian parents and 
grandparents walk free? And those who are German, like 
yourself? We both know why! You’re so concerned with 
preserving our American Constitution and our Democracy, if 
we imprison American citizens without evidence or trial, 
what’s to say six months from now, we wouldn’t follow them 
into that same prison without evidence or trial? If our 
Constitution and our freedom and our Democracy is not for 
all Americans then it is not for any American!  
 
TED 
You should leave. My wife is in the hospital, I have been 
so worried for her, thank you for this distraction. I have 







I am trying to reason with you, Ted, as a friend. I am 
trying to engage in conversation. 
 
TED 
Conversation? You are seeking not to understand, only to 
be understood!  
 
HORTON 
I don’t believe you recognize the impact of your work. You 
have the ability to influence - 
 
TED 
Leave, Horton. And let’s agree to not talk about politics 
again. Evidently you cannot respect our differences.  
 
HORTON 
I am disappointed in you -  
 
TED 
And I am irritated.  
 
HORTON 
I do care for you and Helen, though I’m sure you’re too 
angry with me to believe me when I say so. I hope you at 
least think about what I have said to you today. 
(Exits.) 
 
(Ted goes back to his desk. He slams his fist against the 
desk,  then leaves the room. Lights Fade.) 
 
Scene 10 - Art 
 
(In the camp, bunk bed, cradle, and small table to the 
side. It is swelteringly hot.)  
 




(sitting on bed, kitting) MITSUKO, come sit with me?  
 
MITSUKO 







After then.  
(Mitsuko begins to hum a lullaby to the fussy baby, she 
slowly settles and falls asleep) 
 How is our baby girl? 
 
MITSUKO 
Fussy, all day.  
 
MOTHER 
(laughs) Like someone else perhaps? 
 
MITSUKO 




And what a blessing that must be –  
 
MITSUKO 
Mama! (laughing quietly) 
 
MOTHER 
My ears are still ringing. Oh you didn’t like your father 
and me. Our friends would hold you and you would just bask 
in their praise, a perfect angel, they thought you were a 




You’re exaggerating mama.  
 
MOTHER 
No, no, you were most certainly the fussiest baby in 
California. I’ve told you the story – I must have. On the 
day you were born you cried hysterically day and night 
nonstop. I tried over and over to feed you but you refused 
and just kept wailing, you wouldn’t drink a drop. Suddenly 
a nurse comes in and snatches you from me – she says that 
it was unusual for a baby to cry like you were and that 
she was concerned that you may have been injured upon 
delivery – because that happens sometimes she says – So 
she takes my baby girl to be examined and the whole time 
my heart hammered against my chest I was so worried for 
you. Then the nurse enters and you’re fast asleep, and 




hungry, but you didn’t like the formula bottle. You were 
so picky you had everyone believing you were broken. 
 
MITSUKO 
(laughs) Mama, I was only a baby then. 
 
MOTHER 
Yes, but you’ve always been a picky eater. To this day –  
 
MITSUKO 
Not here.  
 
MOTHER 




If we leave I’ll never eat anything out of a can again. I 
want to be picky. Here it is my pick to eat the canned 
spinach and canned wieners or to starve. 
 
MOTHER 
I’d like a good shower – enough soap to get clean, even if 
I know I couldn’t stay clean, with all the mud and dust 
and heat. No, no, on second thought I’d like an escape 








I was going to soak some of the sheets and hang them 
overhead. It should bring some relief. I suspect that’s 
the reason Akira’s been so upset. 
 
MITSUKO 
Let me mama. It’s so hot in those lines, so many bodies –  
 
MOTHER 
No, I’ve been in this same spot all day. It’s time I get 
up for a moment.  
 
MITSUKO 





No, there’s no reason we both should stand in line, 




I don’t paint anymore.  
 
MOTHER 
I know my daughter. Mitsuko, your head has been full of 
artwork since you were a little girl.  
 
MITSUKO 
Who am I to paint for? 
 
MOTHER 
You could send them to your husband, or you could paint 
for your mother, or Akira, or for yourself. 
 
MITSUKO 






All I see is mud, ugliness, and dust, barbed wire and 
guns. Guns aimed at me, and my little girl, and my mother.  
 
MOTHER 
I saw a flower just outside. It was beautiful.  
 
MITSUKO 
Mama -  
 
MOTHER 
It was gorgeous. Bright red and gold and purple and 
blooming  
inside barbed wire.  
 
MITSUKO 
I haven’t painted in so long.  
 
MOTHER 
Then you better not wait a second longer because I’d like 





Mama –  
 
MOTHER 
That gives you four whole months.  
 
(MITSUKO gets out paints and paper and begins to paint. As 









Scene 11 - PEGGY and TED 
 
(TED is at his desk, hard at work and stressed out. The 
room, and the desk especially, is messier than usual.) 
 
PEGGY 
(knocks on door, then opens the door slightly, peaking 
in.) Uncle Ted?  
 
TED 
(Looking up from his work quickly) Oh – hello PEGGY, I 
didn’t hear you come in. 
 
PEGGY 
I used my key.  
 
TED 
Oh, right, of course, I had forgotten your mother gave you 
a key – she told me she would.  
 
PEGGY 
(Hesitantly, asking) My mom told me Aunt HELEN couldn’t 
answer the door – 
 
TED 
Your Aunt Helen, well Aunt Helen is just needing some time 
to rest, but she’ll be all better before long. 
 
PEGGY 
Is – my mom told me Aunt Helen was very sick… 
 
TED 
Your mother is right, she was very sick, but she has the 
very best doctors in California there for her – so there’s 
no need to worry Peggy. No need at all, I promise you. 
She’s on the mend as we speak. 
 
PEGGY 
Oh –  
 
TED 













I have today’s print of the PM. 
TED 
Oh, that’s fantastic Peggy, thank you. I was going to ask 










Well the cartoon –  
 
TED 
What did you think of this one? 
 
PEGGY 
Um, I don’t know –  
 
TED 











Well – sure.  
 
TED 







Well I think I understand the cartoon – what it means – 
but I don’t understand why – I mean I don’t – 
 
TED 
What are you trying to tell me, Peggy? You can say it. 
 
PEGGY 
I don’t like your cartoon Uncle TED.  
TED 
Oh – well maybe –  
 
PEGGY 
I think the cartoon is wrong. 
 






Okay –  
(beat) 






Let’s look at the cartoon together?  
 
(Peggy stands beside Ted behind his desk. She pulls the 
cartoon from her pocket and puts it on the desk in front 
of the two of them. An image of the cartoon is projected 
for the audience to see. The image is not found in 
Minear’s book, it is of alley cats with stereotypical 
Japanese features in an alleyway.) 
 
TED 
Well, the cartoon shows Uncle Sam, he’s a sort of 
personification of the U.S. government, or a human symbol 
for the government - does that make sense. (Peggy nods.) 
Well, and the alley cats are all representing Japanese-
Americans. There are a lot of them, and even though they 








I don’t think that’s fair, Uncle Ted.  
 
TED 
You think it’s unfair that people who are a threat are 
locked away?  
 
PEGGY 
But what did they do wrong? 
 
TED 
The Japanese bombed the United States, we cannot trust 
those people while we are at war with their country, who 
knows where their loyalties lie. 
 
PEGGY 
Are we going to be locked up too? 
 
TED 
Why would that happen? 
 
PEGGY 
Because we’re German, and we’re at war with Germany too.  
 
TED 




No, but - 
 
TED 
Germans have been here longer Peggy. We are Americans. 
They don’t act like Americans, their traditions are 
foreign, they speak another language, their food, clothes, 
looks, are all different.  
 
PEGGY 
You always tell me it’s good to be different, and the 
world is boring if no one stands out. Why would they have 







You aren’t understanding, Peggy - 
 
PEGGY 
I had a friend in school, and her family all are gone now, 
and they didn’t do anything wrong. I know they didn’t! 
 
TED 
The thing is Peggy, you can’t know this. Not for certain. 
And is America to take the time to closely investigate 
each individual, one by one?  
PEGGY 
I think they should instead of- 
 
TED 
Let me finish - there isn’t time to distinguish the good 
from the bad, even if there are good people mixed in 
amongst the traitors.  
 
PEGGY 
But that’s just not fair to the good people! That’s not 
how I want to be treated... I think it’s important that 
only bad people are punished, not people who didn’t do 
anything! What if we are suspected next, we could be sent 
away even though we didn’t do anything.  
 
TED 
Peggy, I already explained to you, we are nothing like the 
Japs -  
 
PEGGY 
My friend and I liked to play all the same games together 




A viper is nonetheless a viper wherever the egg is 
hatched. So, a Japanese American born of Japanese parents, 
nurtured upon Japanese traditions, living in a 
transplanted Japanese atmosphere, with the rarest 
exceptions grows up to be a Japanese, and not an American. 
 
PEGGY 







Only by some nominal brand of accidental citizenship – 
 
PEGGY 
No, there’s - 
 
TED 
(angry) Do you want to hear what I have to say? (Deep 
breath) Peggy, you are being naive. While it might cause 
injustice to a few to treat all Japs as potential enemies, 
I cannot escape the conclusion that such treatment should 
be accorded to each and all of them while we are at war 
with their race. 
 
PEGGY 
But you just admitted it was unjust! How can something 
unjust be allowed? Shouldn’t there be a way to protect 
people without hurting other people? 
 
TED 




And the answer is to be unfair? And mean? 
 
TED 
No. The answer is to do what is needed to ensure the 
safety of you, and me, and every American.  
 
PEGGY 
It doesn’t sound like it’s safe for my friend! It isn’t 
safe for the people who were sent away! 
 
TED 
It actually is in their interest. People are angry, PEGGY. 
We, America, was bombed. If the government does not remove 
these people other Americans would come for them, seeking 
justice.   
 
PEGGY 
Well maybe those people should be sent away instead if 
they’re going to attack Americans.  
 
TED 





Also, in your cartoon Uncle Sam is killing them, with that 
nail! Just like - 
 
TED 
Peggy, if your friend truly has done nothing wrong I’m 
sure they can return.  
 
PEGGY 
But someone else bought her house, and sold all the stuff 




Peggy, I’ve told you what is going on in the world, if you 
refuse to listen to what I’m saying there’s nothing more 
for me to say to you.  
 
PEGGY 
But you’re the one not listening to me!  
 
TED 
Don’t yell at me. I am the adult.  
 
PEGGY 




I’m a bully? Peggy, had the Japs not been sent away they 
would have put a hatchet through your skull, then I’d like 
to know who is really a bully! 
 
PEGGY 
But -  
 
TED 
Peggy, I think it’s time you go home.  
 
PEGGY 
Uncle Ted -  
 
TED 







Fine! (Grabs backpack and leaves, slamming the door behind 
her.)  
 




Scene 12 - Dear Baby 
 
(Mitsuko is sitting on the ground downstage beside a 
circle of stones and Mitsuko’s painting of a rose and 
barbed wire. She is lit in a spotlight to give the 
appearance that she is on an outer area of the camp. She 
is crying softly as she rocks her baby) 
 
MITSUKO 
Dear Akira, if you grow up and have lots of questions 
about who your grandmamma was, I will tell you all about 
how strong she was, and how not a single soul felt 
unwelcome or unloved in her company. I’ll tell you she had 
so much faith in those she loved. I dreamed since I was 
little of opening an art studio, and even here your 
grandmother brings along paints and papers. Even behind 
barbed wire she believed I could pursue my dreams. I will 
tell you of how forgiving she was, because she saw the 
best in others, even those who hurt her could be good, 
because everyone was capable of kindness in her eyes. I 
will tell you all about how wonderful she was, I’ll tell 
as many happy stories as I can remember my baby girl, but 
I will not tell you about how she died. I will not tell 
you how she died – of heat stroke while waiting in a long 
line beneath the desert sun for a drink of warm water. I 
will not tell you of how the doctors were indifferent to 
the loss of “another Jap.” I will not tell you that she 
was hardly given a proper burial – instead only this 
circle of stones marks her place on this Earth. I will not 
tell you that I don’t think it was truly the heat the 
killed her, but instead it was the pain she felt when the 
country she worked her entire life to succeed in locked 
her away like a criminal, forcing her to abandon all she 
was so proud to accomplish. And as these countless 
injustices were carried out she still strove to remain 
hopeful, to not give into anger, and to forgive. I’ll 




(begins to cry harder, and baby cries too. Mitsuko then 
tries to gather herself, and comforts the baby for 
moment.) 
  My baby girl – (takes a deep breath, barely crying 
anymore.) 
My baby girl, have I ever told you why I choose to 
paint flowers? It comes from back when I was in school, a 
few years older than you. We all read Mark Twain, and the 
teacher told us about a quote of his: “Forgiveness is the 
fragrance that the rose sheds on the heel that has crushed 
it.” I thought that was beautiful – it takes something 
everyone sees as fragile, just something pretty, and 
showed how that beauty was strong. It shows that even when 
gravely mistreated it is possible to produce beauty, 
rather than hold onto what is unjust. And so I started to 
paint flowers, because they were strong, standing tall, 
open to the sunshine, and spreads a sweet scent even after 
being wounded. And those paintings have been a lung to me, 
with them I can breathe again. My baby girl we have been 
trampled. Not just under a boot, but beneath a stampede. 
You were stolen from your home, lost all your belongings, 
I don’t know where your father is or if he is even still 
alive, and now your grandma has been taken from us, but I 
want you to be able to forgive. I don’t hope you forget, 
but I hope you move past this. I hope you are like the 
rose, and you can leave this behind one day. If we can 
keep going, I believe we can produce something peaceful 
and beautiful. I’m scared and I’m angry, because the world 
has been so unfair to you, and I, and all of us here, but 
I have you, Akira. We can be roses together, like your 
grandmamma.  
 
(lights fade out.) 
 
Scene 13 - Birthday  
 
(Three years have passed.) 
(Ted is sitting hard at work at a very messy desk. He is 
disheveled and in a bad mood. There is an abandoned meal 
sitting on the bar.)  
(Helen enters, she is has mostly recuperated, but there is 
still some pain when she walks.) 
 
HELEN 
Ted, the guests will be here in just a little while. I 





I’m in the middle of a project Helen. 
 
HELEN 
May I see this one? 
 
TED 
No, no. I haven’t finished.  
HELEN 
We could create together, like we always used to.  
 
TED 
Helen, I shouldn’t give you so much work - you do so much 
for me already.  










(not listening to her) 
 I’m almost finished here.  
 
HELEN 
(Defeated) Our guests will be here in only half an hour. 
Can you clean up? Please? 
 
TED 
There’s no time to clean this whole mess in half an hour. 
(Goes back to drawing). 
 
HELEN 
I was meaning you clean up yourself, at this point we have 
no choice but to lock this door and keep our guests away 
from this room.  
 
TED 
Mhm - I will.  
 
HELEN 






I’ll celebrate. Just in a moment.  
 
HELEN 
You’re turning forty, Ted.  
 
TED 
I haven’t forgotten.  
HELEN 
Ted, you haven’t been speaking to me. 
 
TED 
Helen, we are speaking right now. 
 
HELEN 
No we are not. You hear half the words I say. You hear 






I feel something is wrong, something is wrong and I want 







You never leave this room.  
 
TED 
I’m just working HELEN, that’s all.  
 
HELEN 
You are always working. I used to be a part of your work, 
but now you disappear into your study, recluse yourself 
from the rest of the world.  
 
TED 
 (Mumbling) I can’t work without space, and privacy.  
 
HELEN 
You’re always working - and when you aren’t working you’re 




thinking maybe today I will be able to have a glimpse of 
what we used to be, happy, carefree, a team, a - What has 
happened to us, Ted?  
 
TED 
Nothing has happened, I am just trying to write. You know 
I am only truly alive when I am writing.  
 
HELEN 
Something must’ve happened… we aren’t the same, Ted. Ted…I 
am unhappy - 
 
TED 
I am not to blame if you are unhappy, you are unhappy  
 
HELEN 




You sound insane.  
 
HELEN 
I should not feel so alone living with the person I love. 
Ted, I feel as though there is a hole Inside of me - a 
fresh wound, every slight breeze or gentle movement 
widening the cut, opening me against my will. I’m afraid 
the hole will grow so large it will swallow me. I’m not 
sure how long I can feel like this - feel like I’m 
disappearing - like I only exist as what I’m not - 
 
TED 
I’m sorry you feel alone and that you are not satisfied by 




Maybe if we had had a child, if it weren’t just the two of 
us, I wouldn’t feel so empty. But the house is quiet, 
PEGGY doesn’t come running in anymore, I feel empty 
because I’ve always been empty.  
 
TED 







Is it that you do not love me? Maybe that was the reason I 
could never have a child, my body knew none of it was 
true! My body knew we were not in love - that it was all a 
lie -  
 
TED 
I love you, and I would have loved any child we brought 
into this world, but that isn’t our life. And it is not my 
fault it we never had a child -  
 
HELEN 
No, it is mine.  
 
TED 
I think we both know that is not what I meant -  
 
HELEN 
But it is mine, it is my body that could not have a child. 
You could have had a child with another woman, do you 
resent me for it? Is that why you never speak to me, is 
that why you hide in your office and say you are working 
every day and night? 
 
TED 
I should not have to shower you with reassurances and 
devotion for you to realize that I love you – and how is 
it, do you think, that I feel when you say these things to 
me? Do you think I am not hurt that you think so poorly of 
me, when you work so hard to make me feel guilty? 
 
HELEN 
It wasn’t meant to make you feel guilt - TED, I - I feel 
myself in a spiral, going down down down, into a black 
hole from which there is no escape, no brightness. And 




HELEN, you are being dramatic, you are hysterical. I don’t 
resent you, I love you. But I have to work. You shouldn’t 







You used to lean on me… I miss that. I am too old and 
enmeshed in everything you do and are, that I cannot 
conceive of life without you - I love you so much, Ted.  
 
TED 
Helen, I will put my drawings away for the moment, I will 
clean myself up, and you should too. Then we can greet our 





(Muttering as he leaves.) Happy Birthday. 
 
(Helen sits on the couch and begins to weep quietly as the 
lights fade.) 
 
Scene 14 - Birthday 2 
 
(Mitsuko stands by the door of the barrack with Akira, it 
is her fourth Birthday - at this point Akira should be 
portrayed by an actress not a doll.) 
 
MITSUKO 
Close your eyes Akira, can you see anything? 
 
(Akira shakes her head no). 
 
MITSUKO 
Okay, let’s go inside.  
(Leads Akira inside and lifts her onto the foot of the bed 
facing the audience.)  






Good. (Mitsuko pulls a doll, a candle, and a candy bar 
from a cabinet. Mitsuko sets the doll beside Akira and 
goes to light the candle.) Okay Akira, open! (Begins to 







Ooh, candy!  
 
MITSUKO 
Blow out the candle and make a wish, Akira! (Akira blows 
out the candle.) Do you know how old you are now? 
 
AKIRA 
(Holding up three fingers.) Three? 
 
MITSUKO 
No, you’re four now, baby. (Shows her four fingers.) 
 
AKIRA 
Four? (Holding up four fingers) 
 
MITSUKO 
That’s right, four.  
 
AKIRA 
Can I eat now? 
 
MITSUKO 
Do you want your presents first or your birthday candy? 
 
AKIRA 
Um… presents!  
 
MITSUKO 
 Okay, here you go! 
 
AKIRA 
Ooh, she’s so pretty! I love her!  
 
MITSUKO 
I’m glad, baby. What do you say? 
 
AKIRA 
Thank you mama.  
 
(There is a pause while Akira plays with her doll. Mitsuko 
watches her and gets emotional). 
 
AKIRA 






No Akira, I just can’t believe how old you are. You’re 
four years old, already. That’s so much growing up - do 
you want your candy now? 
 
AKIRA 
Yes, yes!  
 
MITSUKO 
(Gives her two pieces, then puts the rest in the fridge.) 
AKIRA 
Do you want candy too, mama? 
 
MITSUKO 
No, Akira. That’s very sweet, but it’s all yours.  
 
AKIRA 
Thank you, Mama.  
 
MITSUKO 
You’re welcome, Akira. 
 
(Lights fade out.) 
 
 
Scene 15 - Funeral 
 
(Ted and Horton in all black funeral attire, TED turns on 
the radio then slumps into his chair, putting his hat on 
his desk. Horton stands.) 




(Enters, going to Ted) I have to go now, Uncle Ted. I’m 
really sorry –  
 
TED 
Me too sweetheart. (They embrace and Ted kisses her 
forehead. She leaves.) 
 
(The announcer: “Thank you for tuning in on this fine 
October afternoon, that was Frank Sinatra with ‘The House 












(Horton brings him a generous glass of gin, then sits with 




Ted… Is there anything – can I do something for you? 
 
TED 
I don’t know – no – I don’t think so. 
 
HORTON 
Have you eaten? At all? 
 
TED 
I’m not hungry. Just thirsty.  
 
HORTON 
And later?  
 
TED 




For today, but Ted –  
 
TED 
Eventually I’ll be hungry, or eventually I’ll die. Horton, 
just let me drink.  
(beat) 
 I don’t mean to snap – but I should have more than 
just one day to grieve, after all that has – I just, 
Horton I’m sorry. I’m glad to have you, and that you care. 
 
HORTON 
How could I not care, you’ve been my friend for two 







Horton, I – What can I do now? Is there something I’m 
supposed to do?  
 
HORTON 
I can stay awhile, if you’d like. 
 
TED 
I can’t let you do that, you have your family and your 
work to take care of, and – 
 
HORTON 
They understand. I wouldn’t want to be alone if, well, you 
shouldn’t have to be alone.  
 
TED 
No Horton, I – I shouldn’t. And I’ll need to be alone. 
 
HORTON 
Not while you’re like this. You need someone to care for 
you right now.  
 
TED 
Horton, I just don’t want anyone  
 
HORTON 
Just let me be nearby, to cook and keep things clean for 
you - I know Helen - I know you never had to do those 
things for yourself, Ted.  
 
TED 
You’re right, she did everything for me. She worked so 
hard all so that I could play. 
 
HORTON 
Helen was truly remarkable, she so admired you Ted, your 
creativity. She was so sick, in so much pain. She confided 
in me - it felt as though she was always walking in shoes 
that were too sizes too small - she told me she felt like 
a burden, and that she couldn’t assist you in your work 
the way you once had - 
 
TED 







I apologize, Ted. It’s hard to find anything to say. I 
know there isn’t really anything to say. Her life was 
wonderful, and full of love. It’s so unfair she was stolen 
from you so early.  
 
TED 
She was unhappy. 
 
HORTON 
She was very ill. 
 
TED 
No - she was unhappy, and I hardly realized. I just did my 
work. I thought my work was so important… 
 
HORTON 
Ted, you shouldn’t dwell on - 
 
TED 
(Crying) There’s more, Horton, I want no one to know. She 
wouldn’t have wanted anyone to know either, but I have to 
tell someone. She was so sick, but the disease isn’t what 
killed her.  
 
HORTON 
Ted, you’re hysterical.  
 
TED 
(Rising) No, Horton - she took her life. Helen, she 
committed suicide. She was lying on the ground when I 
found her, I was in just the other room - if I had given 
her more attention, I could have saved her - but she’s 
gone. And I didn’t have any idea anything was happening. 
I’m an idiot. I’m selfish. Helen is dead and - (Sinks into 
couch, sobbing heavily.) 
 
HORTON 
(Sitting beside him) Ted, breathe.  
 
TED 
I don’t know whether to kill myself, burn the house down, 
or go away and get lost. Perhaps I should just do all 










Horton, I - she told me, she told me, you have you, Ted 
has Ted, and I need someone. I never understood that, or 
cared enough to make sense of it, I thought it sounded 
dramatic, and crazy… I told her that. I told her she 




You didn’t know. It is easy to tell yourself you could 
have known now that it’s happened. What reason would you 
have had to look for clues?  
 
TED 
How can I face the world now? How do I ever not feel 
branded - Oh God - I am so selfish to think this way - it 
is not about me.  
 
HORTON 
It is not selfish to grieve. Helen’s death is tragic, and 
is no one person or event is to blame. She was in a 
terrible place, emotionally, I know you loved her. It is 
not your fault. 
 
TED 
And when the world finds out, and the story is in print, 
and -  
 
HORTON 
The world will make whatever they want of the situation, 
it’s hard to prevent. You have friends that will always 
love you, and you have those who are never satisfied, and 
you can’t give them any of your attention. Especially now.  
 
TED 
Horton, I am in a nightmare. I am insignificant and alone 
and lost -  
 
HORTON 
You should leave. Staying here is painful for you right 







How? Where? Horton, how can I - 
 
HORTON 
Come with me.  
 
TED 
Go with you where? 
 
HORTON 
Japan, I’ve been assigned a piece with Life Magazine. A 
piece about the effect of American occupation on the 
school children there, and the effect the bombs dropped 
have had - it’s different form any of your other work, but 
you could help me write. And help me research. I could use 
someone to travel with, I hate flying.  
 
TED 
You want me to go to Japan? After all that’s -  
 
HORTON 
Ted, I know. I know how you feel about Japan, but the war 
is over.  
 
TED 
I’m not sure. It just doesn’t seem like a good idea.  
 
HORTON 
It would be good for you to get out, if I were going 
somewhere else I’d invite you still, this isn’t a scheme - 
 
TED 
I didn’t think it was, I just -  
 
HORTON 
Ted, I insist. You come with me, you learn to cook, and 
clean, and make coffee, and balance your checkbook, and 
you write and draw, it’s what you do best. Maybe you’ll 
even find inspiration for another book.  
 
TED 







I leave in three days. I’ll buy your ticket, just pack 
your things.  
 
TED 
I will. I’ll pack.  
 
HORTON 
You should know it isn’t a vacation there, I don’t know if 
you’ve seen the news, but the bombs did a lot of damage.  
 
TED 
I assumed as much. Horton, I appreciate this. I do.  
 
HORTON 










I will.  
 
HORTON 
And drink something - something not alcohol.  
 
TED 
I will.  
 
HORTON 
Okay. Good-bye TED, I’ll see you soon. You have three days 
to pack.  
 
TED 
Horton, I am not an invalid. Life is just grim. I will eat 
and drink water, because you will continue to badger me 
until I do, and I’ll grieve the loss of my wonderful wife.  
 
HORTON 
We all will, Helen was one of the most remarkable people I 
have ever encountered, it is a privilege to call have 





Goodbye Horton.  
 
Scene 16 - Japan 
 
(Images of Hiroshima and Nagasaki projected against back 
wall. Takeharu stands to one corner of the stage in a 
spotlight. He is wearing a United States military uniform) 
 
TAKEHARU 
On September 2, 1945, after a year of basic training, then 
fighting in Italy, then in France, I was sent to Japan. 
The United States created military government teams to 
help with the occupation of Japan, and they sent me, and 
other Japanese-American soldiers, assuming we spoke the 
language. I had never seen Japan, and when I got there I 
learned that I never would. 
Everything was burned. I could not see the water in the 
river when I arrived, there were so many dead bodies 
floating in it. Survivors struggled to attain adequate 
medical attention, and searched for family members, though 
most bodies were so burned there was no way to identify 
them. I wondered if any of these people were family, how 
many of these people might have been friends. I wonder why 
was there a need for this destruction? Why obliterate 
families, and children, schools, and hospitals? I had 
spent my life imagining something beautiful – I found 
char, ash, and tree stumps. Even the sky appeared burned, 
perpetually coated in a cloud of smoke. Instead of finally 
experiencing the place that was spoken of like a second 
home, I found a place I would spend the rest of my life 
trying to forget.  
 
(Spotlight out on Takeharu, spotlight on Ted as he enters, 
coming to the opposite front corner of the stage.) 
 
TED 
I wish I could see this place, as it once was – I wonder, 
was this a home? This ash? With a family, a home carefully 
selected and well loved. Did a child, maybe a young girl, 
stare out her window sometimes, seeing a clear sky as she 
daydreamed of what her life might be when she grew up? 
Were they afraid? –Did they think they were in danger – or 
did they believe they were safe, safe because they were in 




My art led to this – this destruction – turning entire 
lives, thousands of families, and their history into piles 
of ash.  
How did I not see these people? I looked into human eyes 
and didn’t realize they were alive – lungs full and heart 
beating the same as mine. I saw something alien in their 
families, even as I held tight to my own. I was just as 
blind as everyone else.  
HORTON was right all along, a voice of justice and 
kindness and in a void of hate. My distrust and my fear 
have soured the milk of human kindness. Little Peggy knew 
too, children see the truth as no one else can. I tried to 
teach her everything I knew to be right, only to realize 
that little girl knew more than anyone did. Children are 
immune to propaganda. You can’t pour didacticisms down 
little throats. 
I have so much faith in children. Why did I write to 
convince adults, their minds are sewn shut, a child’s mind 
is wide open, they see the world as something to take in, 
differences included. I hope the world sees what I see now 
– how easily I shut out humanity when I was afraid. I left 
my morals behind – we all did. New generations must grow 
up to be more intelligent than ours.  
No matter how small someone seems to us, even if their 
voice is not as big or if they don’t have a lot of power, 
and even if we do not see them ourselves, they are there, 
and all people matter. Every single person here matters. A 
person’s a person no matter how small. I hope I never 
forget it.  
 
(Lights fade out. Two plane seats emerge, HOrton is 
sitting in one of them, asleep. The other has a notebook 
and pen on it, which HORTON begins to write in. A flight 
attendant is overheard before fading out: “Ladies and 
gentlemen, my name is Patricia and I will be your chief 
flight attendant for…” Ted begins to write, reading out 
loud as he writes. A projection of his drawing of HOrton 
the elephant fades in as he writes). 
 
TED 
On the 15th of May, in the Jungle of Nool, In the 
heat of the day, in the cool of the pool, He was 
splashing...enjoying the jungle’s great joys... When 






(Fade to black). 
 
Scene 17 - Leaving Camp 
 
(Radio plays in background: “Beginning January 2, 1945, 
executive order 9066 will be reversed, permitting Japanese 
men and women to return to their homes. There has been 
significant backlash to this decision, as many fear that 
United States National security is again at risk. As the 
civilian group: Remember Pearl Harbor said recently –“) 
(While radio plays Mitsuko, dimly lit, is packing her and 
her daughter’s bag while Akira sits on one of the beds. 
They cannot hear the radio, the radio only serves to set 
the scene. Lights up, cutting off radio. ) 
AKIRA 






Mama - Where will we go? 
 
MITSUKO 
I’m not sure baby, we’re just going to go. 
 
AKIRA 
You don’t know at all? 
 
MITSUKO 
I know a little.  
 
AKIRA 
Is it a surprise, Mama?  
 
MITSUKO 
Well Akira, we’re going to buy a car with a lot of other 
people and drive until we’re in a better place.  
 
AKIRA 
What will it be like, Mama? 
 
MITSUKO 
Oh. (pausing)  Well, Akira, it’s been a very long time - I 






What do you remember? 
 
MITSUKO 
Well - lots of things. Our house always smelled like clean 
sheets because we lived above our Laundromat, and we could 
go for long walks, as far as we wanted to go, and your 
grandma  
would make the most amazing dinners, and we’d all eat 




Are you sad, Mama? 
MITSUKO 






I miss your papa, it’s been a very long time since I’ve 
seen him. There are just a lot of things that will be 
different now. But your papa is going to be with us, and 








(Akira begins to cry.)  
 
MITSUKO 




I’m scared.  
 
MITSUKO 














It is scary, it’s a new place for both of us, but life 
will be better once we’ve left. I promise.  
 
AKIRA 
Tell me about papa?  
 
MITSUKO 
Oh, your papa is a very kind man, and you were his 
favorite person to spend time with, when you were very 
little he used to keep you awake playing with you, even 
when I told him you needed to go to sleep or that it was 
time to feed you... 
  
(Lights fade out.) 
 
Scene 18 - Interviews 
 
(The stage is dark. Three tables set up in triangle, with 
chairs on either side. At each table sits an interviewer 
and interviewee in modern clothing – it is now roughly 
2005. Actors should have changed clothing, HORTON Conrad, 
BENNETT Cerf, and HELEN Palmer are now dressed as 
interviewers, Mother is the first interviewee, then 
TAKEHARU, then MITSUKO, who portrays her daughter who is 
now almost 60 years old.) 
 
Overlapping voices play – prerecorded.  
 
Voice 1 – This is part 3 of the interview with Edward 
Miyakawa; the date is May 22, 2007. 
Voice 2 – This is part 1 of our interview today with Kenge 
Kobayashi… 
Voice 3 –  …with Yoko McClain today is November 5, 2009.  
Voice 4 – The day is January 25, 2012, and this is the 
second part of our interview with Natsume Soseki. Thank 
you so much for being here –  
Voice 5 – The day is June 14, 2008. We’re glad you could 





 (lights up on right table) 
 
Interviewer 1 (HELEN) 
 Let’s talk about when your family left Tule Lake, when 
did you leave camp? 
 
Interviewee 1 (Mother)  
Yes, right. Well we were sent to camps in the beginning of 
1942, and Tule Lake was one of the last camps to close – 
since most of Tule Lake answered no-no. So we got out in 
1945, so three years in a concentration camp.  
 
Interviewer 1 (HELEN)  
Where did you go then? 
 
Interviewee 1 (Mother)  
Well I didn’t know everything that was going on, I was 8, 
maybe almost 9 at the time we left.  A lot of us weren’t 
sure how we would even leave, the government had trains to 
take us all to the camps, but there was no transportation 
to take us home. And most of us had no money anymore, and 
we could only take with us what we could carry, so none of 
us had a car, but a bunch of us put together our money and 
bought one, I think. I was so young though, not included 
in adult conversations. But I remember clearly, it was a 
very important moment for me when we left the camp. I left 
Tule Lake, and there I go, I go out through this barbed 
wire fencing, and leave it behind.  
That was three years –I stayed behind barbed wire everyday 
for three years, and then I just left it behind. We didn’t 
know if that would happen, and we’re happy, but then we’re 
on the road and as we travel none of us know where we can 
get gas, and where we can stop and get food. And we’re 
driving across the highway, then all of a sudden some 
young guys come by driving in a car and they see “yellow 
Japs” sitting in the car, and they start calling us names 
and swearing and threatening us. So we just keep going on 
and on, because some places are antagonistic, but we have 
no idea, we haven’t seen the world for years – we don’t 
know what we’re facing. It was a difficult thing to 
realize – that even after we left there were a lot of 
places we couldn’t go.  
 






Interviewer 1 (BENNETT) 
 So, I’ve noticed you call the camps concentration camps, 
not internment camps or relocation centers – can you speak 
a bit about why that is? 
 
Interviewee 1 (TAKEHARU)  
Well that’s what they were. The government never  wants to 
use the term “concentration camp” because that looks 
horrible, people hear concentration camp and they think of 
Germany and all the people who died there. So, well, if 
somebody said to me, “I’m going to give you a choice of 
going to a concentration camp in Germany or a 
concentration camp in America,” I would jump up on my feet 
and say, “American Concentration camp! American 
concentration camp!”  
(Beat)  
We were American citizens. We were incarcerated by our 
American government in American internment camps here in 
the United States. The term ‘Japanese internment camp’ is 
both grammatically and factually incorrect. 
But nevertheless, it was horrible living conditions, 
terrible living conditions, they had barbed wire fencing 
and they had machine gun manned towers. And the machine 
guns didn’t face out, they faced in. And then they brought 
tanks – can you imagine tanks to guard 18,000 people? And 
they faced in too.  
 
(lights switch to right table) 
 
Interviewer 2 (HELEN) 
Can you speak at all to the loyalty questionnaire that 
circulated in the camps? 
 
Interviewee 2 (Mother)  
Sure. The key of the questionnaire were questions 27 and 
28. Then question 27 and 28 divided the Japanese American 
community, if you answered no-no you carried that burden 
with you the rest of your life. You wouldn’t think that 
there would be a rift after all this time, but there is 
still animosity.  
 
Interviewer 2 (HELEN)  
What were those questions? Questions 27 and 28? 
 
Interviewee 2 (Mother)  




the armed forces?” Because the United States needed more 
people to fight in the army then, and they knew 10,000 or 
so fighting age men were in the camps. And the second one, 
question 28, that one asked, “Are you loyal to America and 
want no association to the Emperor of Japan.”  
 
Interviewer 2 (HELEN)  
What do you think made someone answer yes versus no?  
 
Interviewee 2 (Mother)  
Well there are about a hundred reasons someone might  
have answered no-no versus yes-yes. Maybe they’re upset 
about how they’ve been treated, but more often I think 
there were other reasons. So say someone lives in the 
camps with their parents and children and they’ve lost 
everything – so they answer no because they can’t go fight 
so they can support their family, they feel responsible. 
Or maybe the person answering the survey is someone like 
my father, who was well beyond fighting age and has never 
been an American citizen.  
 
Interviewer 2 (HELEN)  
Does it surprise you so many Japanese Americans answered 
yes – after how everyone was treated? 
 
Interviewee 2 (Mother)  
I think a lot of us thought we would answer, and 
cooperate,  
and then we could go home. But more than that we were 
American. We lived here, played here, worked here, our 
lives were in America, and we wanted that to be made 
clear. 
 
(Lights switch to left table) 
 
Interviewer 1 (BENNETT)  
And then you ended up in Boulder, Colorado? And that was  
with your whole family? 
 
Interviewee 1 (TAKEHARU)  
A family let us come stay with them at first, while we  
found jobs again, and got back on our feet. So, yes, all 
of us lived in Boulder after that. Me, my mother and 






Interviewer 1 (BENNETT)  
Can you tell me a bit more about that? Did you experience 
more discrimination there? 
 
Interviewee 1 (TAKEHARU)  
It was mixed. Mostly good memories looking back on it.  
What we do as little boys, whether they’re Japanese or 
Caucasian – little boys play war games. So we’re fighting 
against the enemies so they’re Krauts and Japs and 
Americans, and some days when we played I was on a Jap, 
but just as often I was a Kraut or an American. It was all 
a game, that’s all.  
(Beat) 
So I guess at first, when I was really young still, and 
maybe I didn’t understand, I thought it didn’t affect me 
much –  
 
Interviewer 1 (BENNETT)  
Is there a time when you realized how much you were 
affected,  
any moment in particular you remember? 
 
Interviewee 1 (TAKEHARU)  
Well, my friends and I enjoyed seeing matinees at the  
movie house on Sundays, and there was one Sunday where we 
go and movie we see is The Purple Heart, I don’t know if 
you’ve ever seen The Purple Heart? 
 
Interviewer 1 (BENNETT)  
No, I don’t think I have.  
 
Interviewee 1 (TAKEHARU)  
Well here I am with my 3 or 4 Caucasian friends, and the  
movie, it opens up inside a prison cell with Dana Andrews 
or some other famous actor – then the bad guy comes in, 
and he has a slanted eyes and buck teeth and he wears 
these glasses, and so the story is that the Dana Andrews’, 
or someone’s, B-25 was shot down over Tokyo, so now he’s 
in a Japanese Prison. And he’s being questioned and then 
they, the Japanese men, torture him, and we hear American 
soldiers screaming in agony, and the whole time, this 
whole movie, I’m feeling sick to my stomach. So then we 
get out of the movie and my friends say, “Wow those Japs 
sure were horrible weren’t they?” And that was the first 
time I was really angry about what we went through. 




angry – then my friends and I had a huge fight. I still 
know their names, they were lifelong friends, but after 
that I knew – and I couldn’t play war games anymore. 
Because I knew the world I lived in, and some people would 
open their homes to us and still other people would make 
these sorts of terrible movies with unfair depictions and 
call me a name just as I walked down the street. Even 
after all this time had passed people didn’t think we were 
innocent. But we were, we were all innocent. 
 
(Lights switch to middle table) 
 
 
Interviewer 3 (HORTON) 
This is part one of our interview today with Akira  
Nagata. The date is July 20, 2006. How are you today, 
Akira? 
 
 Akira (MITSUKO)  
I’m well, thank you.  
 
Interviewer 3 (HORTON)  
So before we dive in, I wanted to talk about your family. 
You are a second generation American?  
 
Akira (MITSUKO)  
Yes. My father was TAKEHARU Nagata, and my mother was 
MITSUKO  
Nagata, but she later changed her name to Mitzi while in 
the camps. Her parents, my grandparents, moved to the 
United States when they were young adults, in 1904 and 
1911, so when Pearl Harbor came they had lived in this 
country for over thirty years. My grandparents, they came 
here intending to stay here for the rest of their lives, 
raise their families, have their life here, and they were 
aliens because the naturalized laws discriminated against 
Japanese, Chinese, and Filipinos. They wanted to be 
American citizens from the beginning but never could. 
 
Interviewer 3 (HORTON)  
Do you know your grandparents well? 
 
Akira (MITSUKO) 






Interviewer 3 (HORTON) 





Interviewer 3 (HORTON) 
 Now, what do you remember of the camps?  
 
Akira (MITSUKO) 
 Well, not a lot. I was a baby when my mother and 
grandmother  
were brought to the camps, and I was four when I left, but 
my first memories are from those camps. Three years is a 
long time, so much is missed in three years. For me, even 
though I don’t remember lots of details, I know I spent my 
earliest memories behind barbed wire.  
 
Interviewer 3 (HORTON)  
Is there anything your mother has told you? About her 
experience? 
 
Akira (MITSUKO)  
She felt it was important I know her story. She told me 
everything when I turned ten. It was strange, strange 
because when she told me I had this feeling that, well, 
that I already knew, even though I was so young when 
everything happened.  
 
Interviewer 3 (HORTON) 
 Would you be willing to tell your mother’s story  
today? Well, both of your story, really? 
 
Akira (MITSUKO) 
 Of course.  
(beat)  
Well, I guess it begins with the bombing of Pearl Harbor, 
my mother was out grocery shopping, and my grandmother was 
taking care of me. My father was away fighting in the war. 
My mother was called a “dirty jap” and spit on, and by a 
man she had known for a long time. It was the first 
message to her that things were going to be happening to 
us… 
 
(fade to black)  




Theater and Politics: Situating “Familiar Wars” 
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In Inventing Human Rights, Lynn Hunt writes provocatively about the emergence of human rights in relation to art. Her argument is that human rights became linked with self-evidence and political power through popular consumption of eighteenth-century novels emphasizing individual autonomy. While Hunt emphasizes literature as a catalyst for empathy, individuality, and human rights, theater also provides a potent form of creative expression that allows people to experience the point of view of someone different (Hunt). Theater and literature are reflections of life, and therefore expose their audiences to a diversity of lifestyles, as well as cultures, ethnicities, races, genders, sexualities, economic classes, and other identities. American playwrights at times have been inspired to write historical dramas informed by the political authoritarianism and hysteria of their own time. During the McCarthy era, for instance, Arthur Miller, himself blacklisted, went to the Bay State to research the Salem Witch Trials of 1692, culminating in his play, 




and Ethel Rosenberg, who were convicted of espionage and executed two years later (Miller). Arthur Miller, critical of McCarthy’s actions but wary of the power and influence the political demagogue wielded, wrote a play set within another climate of fear and repression: the Salem Witch Trials.  Similar motivations and passions inspired me to write the play, Familiar Wars, a creative senior honors project that looks back to an earlier time in U.S. political history to underscore foreboding elements of the present.  Two key purposes animate this essay. The first is to highlight the capacity of theater to provide formidable political critiques and to spur reform activism. The second is to carefully elucidate the research that was undertaken to write my original play; to explain the meaning of the characters, symbols, and plot in this drama; and to reflect on the linkages between the wartime hysteria and repression of the Second World War and our contemporary setting. These aims are tackled in five sections. In the first section, I provide a brief primer on the political potential of theater by focusing on several compelling examples stretching from Greek theater to today’s Great White Way. The second section discusses my methods for playwriting, highlighting how my research transformed into a creative piece. The third section focuses on my motivations and goals in writing the play, Familiar 




Roosevelt, both populist Presidents whose expansions of the executive powers posed or pose a threat to already marginalized communities.  




prohibit further performances. It was only after a second five-act version, renamed 
The Impostor, was banned in 1667 that the final five-act version, Tartuffe or the 








estate mogul, a former hotel executive said Trump criticized a black accountant stating: “Black guys counting my money! I hate it. … I think that the guy is lazy. And it’s probably not his fault, because laziness is a trait in blacks” (Leonhardt).  








communicating tragedies allows for viewers to disconnect. In art, and theatre in particular, audiences are confronted with the impact of tragedy on humans, eliciting greater connection and therefore inspiring response.  As this brief discussion of stage and politics highlights, theatre possesses a unique capacity to critique the political order and even to provoke social change. It is a powerful instrument to communicate foreign concepts as relatable, as it is a uniquely intimate experience, forcing audiences to connect with characters and reflect on the plot and actions of characters especially when these elements resonate with contemporary political conditions and problems.  
II. How I Wrote Familiar Wars: Methods of Political Playwriting 




















realized that the connections would be more genuine and just as clear without me fabricating the connections. The words of leaders today are a haunting echo of the words of leaders in the 1940s, because it is increasingly evident that history is again repeating itself.   
 












Though repartitions were made under President Reagan, they occurred forty-four years following Japanese internment, were underwhelming in comparison to what was lost, and many who suffered through Japanese internment were no longer alive. This shameful chapter in American history was the result of racial prejudice and war hysteria, ideologies that are alarmingly present today (CLASC).  The characters of my drama were centered originally around a flawed protagonist who would parallel the modern Trump supporter, or at least a Trump supporter capable of a change of heart. Early in the process this character transformed into the beloved children’s author, Theodore Geisel, better known by his pseudonym, Dr. Seuss. There is a chilling history of Seuss’s work that few people realize: throughout the 1940s Dr. Seuss abandoned children’s writing and instead opted to create hundreds of propagandist war cartoons, many depicting Japanese Americans as evil and traitorous.  Dr. Seuss, who is celebrated for advocating progressive stances in his children’s books, was swept up in racial tensions and wartime hysteria along with the majority of Americans at the time. Seuss later traveled to Japan on an assignment for Life Magazine following the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and, distraught by the destruction he witnesses, wrote the book, Horton Hears a 








Americans cannot continue to see themselves as endlessly redeemable for their acts of bigoted violence. Instead Americans must treat fellow humans as equals and learn from the past.  

























V. Race, the State, and American Nationhood 








the American people, and the United States has “been greatly promoted by their removal” (Kramnick 431). Instead of maintaining the ideals of political thinkers before him, and allowing Native Americans the “unalienable rights” Jefferson had once declared were to be held by all men, Jackson oppresses the minority with the same iniquitousness of having the colonists exist under the crown of England as “subordinate dominions,” yet many citizens find no issue with this “subordination” (Jefferson, 151; Otis, 107). This is an early example of the historical theme of racially charged contention in United States’ culture demonstrated in the play 
















































29). Upon realizing the vast injustice and desolation of their current imprisonment, Japanese Americans were overcome by sorrow. Japanese Internment was four years long, but the loss of those four years destroyed many people’s livelihoods, finances, cost families their homes and possessions, and caused a vast array of psychological repercussions. Having this illuminated is intended to spark a realization of where the United States could be headed, and the danger that accompanies this path. Familiar Wars responds to an interviewer asking why he chooses to refer to Japanese Internment camps as Concentration camps, “We were American citizens. We were incarcerated by our American government in 
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